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Editorial Page
Vic Willson
COMPETITION
This is written as the Olympic competition
nears its end. There is much inspiration to be
drawn from the efforts of the competitors, and
not all from the winning performances, although
those are mostly what is shown. For most of the
athletes who participate, a medal Is not even
remotely possible, yet they joyously compete
after months or years of preparation. Is it wasted time? I think not.
Competition is a complex yet fundamental
part of personality. As with all human characteristics, the degree of competitiveness varies
from individual to individual, from nearly nonexistent to extremely intense. We all have
known the person who goes all out to win,
laying waste friendships or family relations in
the extreme case. Competition can be destructive, yet we often admire the tenacity and
singlemindedness, even though we rarely share
its perspective. Competition exists In almost
every area of human affairs, in its varied intensity, and that is also true in stamp collecting.
Sorting it out can help us to grow in our hobby.
The most obvious and early form of competition probably hit us all as kids - how many
stamps do you have? I remember counting
them all in my Global World Album or whatever
it was, getting to 5,000 after a few years. It
never seemed quite as important to have more
than the next kid than to improve on my last
count by at least a thousand. At the same time
the old catalogue valuation competition was
going strong. What's your most valuable
stamp? I remember a kid down the block who
got the U.S. Zeppelin set from a relative. That

certainly outstripped anything I could come up
with, even though I had received from my old
maid great aunts (as they were always referred
to then) a suitcase fuB of late 1930's and early
1940's used commemoratives, including many
dozens of famous Americans, resulting In quite
a few complete sets to trade or sell to the local
stamp dealer. Now stop and review how you
view your collection. Do you not rate it in terms
of such competition: 300 different squared
circles, valuation exceeding $10,000, or the
like? It's a form of self-<X>mpetition. Obviously,
there are others.
Philatelic exhibitions are the most visible between-collector competitions. While multiple
medals may be given at a a specific level, there
is only one Grand Champion of ANYPEX. I see
the same exhibit year after year at some of our
shows here in Texas, trying to gain the top
award. What is amusing Is that some of the
exhibits don't seem to ever change. The owner
doesn't seem to realize that a static exhibit will
probably never win the Grcm. The judges
become familiar with it and look for something
new, jaded by the now too-familiar material.
Early on, I decided that I would not show an
exhibit again at a show unless l had added
enough new material to upgrade it to the next
level. l might not get that better award, but at
least I tried. The competition is not against other
exhibitors but with my last attempt.
A few exhibitors do co!ll)ete head-to-head in
a very real sense, if they collect the same area.
It is often tough to have a good collection on
display and be CO!ll)ared in the same exhibit, or
against a recent international, with the best one
ever formed. Such is the lot of some of my
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friends. I think they do suffer a downgrading
under such circumstances. Who said it would
all be fair?
Other philatelic competitions are more
subtle. Who's the best expert on Lower Slobovian postal rates of the mid 1920's? Almost no
one cares except the two persons both studying
and writing about it. That may seem silly, but
there certainly is some of this competition in the
U .S. Read some of the important journals and
stamp newspapers and you will get some
sense of it. Honors and prizes await those who
are perceived as the best.
The competition to outdo someone else, a
dealer or fellow collector, has been discussed in
recent issues under the topic of selling material.
There is a thin line between being savvy and
taking advantage. We all know collectors who
delight in crowing about the last steal they got.
Somehow it seems O.K. to do it at the expense
of the professional, who is in the business of
knowing, but not O.K. from the lady who wanders in with her deceased husband's collection
and receives 2% of fair market value. I have
heard full -time dealers say that the only way
they stayed in business in the old days was
through such buys, but that now the buys are
few and far between. How sad it is.
Ultimately, competitions that put others
down are not healthy. I hear a lot in the education business about instilling the competitive
drive in our children, but most of those who say
it do not really understand what drives competition in humans. While a few receive gratifi·
cation from the reduced circumstances of
others, most really compete against themselves. That desire to exceed what we have
previously done is by far the healthier form.

Everyone can be a winner under such conditions, and we can all cheer for the Grand at
the same time.
BNAPEX 92
By the time this is in print the competitions of
Chicago will be over • financial, philatelic, and
intellectual. Those who did not go will have
missed an annual exercise in friendship and
communication that simply cannot be matched
through our journal, or even the Study Group
newsletters. Regional group meetings are
certainly a step in the right direction, but if you
really want to stretch yourself philatelically, to
move from where you are to a higher level,
nothing will replace attending a BNAPEX. The
wealth of information, material, and people will
really add something to your collecting that you
do not now have if you don't attend. General
exhibtions are great also, but if you really love
BNA philately, they don't hold a candle to
BNAPEX meetings. Plan now to attend the
1993 meeting in Toronto at the Royal York. Join
the competition.

GEORGE
WEGG
FRPSC
PHILATELIC CONSULTANT
CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE
FOR
CHRISTIE'S ROBSON LOWE
LONDON. ENGLAND

BOX 68, STATION 0
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Annual Membership $20 CAN. or $17 U .S.
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The President's Corner
William G. Robinson, OTB
T his column is
be i ng written
before receiving
the July-August
issue of TOPICS,
and a month
before the convention at St .
Charles, but you
probably won 't
read it until after
the convention. News about that event and all
the Officers reports should appear in the November-December issue.
As mentioned last time, your President fl ew
to College Station. Texas, on July 31 to August
3, to attend the summer meeting of the Texas
Prairie Beavers Regional Group. This visit was
in furtherance of a goal to attend a meeting of
each of the active Regional Groups during the
current term of office. The trip had an elapsed
time of about ten hours each way (neglecting
time zone changes). and was relatively troublefree. The con'VTluter flight between Houston and
College Station was cancelled because of
mechanical problems - but there was another
an hour later, so it wasn't serious. The Group
members were already at dinner when the later
flight arrived. but the President caught up.
Eleven members of the Group attended the
sessions on Saturday, August 1. The President
spoke on the state of the Society, and presented his Boer War seminar which had already
been seen by the Pacific Northwest and Calgary Regional Groups this year. There were
active trading sessions, an interesting clothes
line exhibit, and a benefit auction which raised
over $1 00 for the Group. A dinner at the Texas
A & M University Faculty Club ended the day
for members and ladies. You couldn't find a
more interesting or well-presented meeting - what

do we have to do in order to Increase attendance and participation?
During Sunday there was opportunity to discuss Society business with TOPICS Editor Vic
Willson, Ubrarian Clint Phillips, and Membership and Convention Coordinator Jeff Switt, as
well as to visit Washington-on-the-Brazos where the Texas Declaration of Independence
from Mexico was signed In 1836. Here there is
a fine museum with even some stampless
letters of the period.
The Ubrary is becoming better organized,
and a good index of books should be available
soon. The periodicals and articles are somewhat harder to index, and further work is needed. The work of Ubrarian Clint Phillips, Editor
Vic Willson and Secretary Chris McGregor in
this indexing is to be commended. It's amazing
what we have there. Give it a try when you
need information.
This trip marked the first time that I had
taken an exhibit across the border by air since
the introduction of the Goods and Services Tax
(G.S.T.) in Canada last year. A green Customs
Form E.15 was ~ed in duplicate and ""
certified by a Canada Customs Officer prior to
departure. On re-entering Canada, the form
was presented to the Canada Customs, and
there was no problem at all.
The flights back on Monday were unremarkable except for a delay of a half hour at
Denver because of an electrical storm right at
the end of the runway which backed up all
departing flights. This was an extension of the
strange summer weather we have had throughout North America this year - with the west
coast and the south having high temperatures
and generally fine weather • while the east had
record low temperatures and high precipitation.
I hope it changes before the convention.
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/~ew Issues
William J. F. Wilson
All comments I've heard about last year's
Canada's River Heritage stamps have been
very positive. The second booklet in this series
has now been issued, and lives up to the reputation of Its predecessor. The theme this time is
waterways of industry and commerce.
The other stamp released since the last

TOPICS commemorates the 50th anniversary

of the Alaska Highway.
The data on these two issues are listed in
the following table. Stamp sizes, perforations
and number of teeth are my own measurements, and are given as (HORIZONTAL) x
(VERTICAL). The other data have been taken
from Canada Post's booklet Canada's Stamp
Details. Abbreviations are listed at the end of
the table.

Issue:

River Heritage

Alaska Hwy

Value:

5 X 42e S·t

42e

Type:

Commem.

Commem.

Issued:

22 April1992

15 May 1992

Printer:

A·P

CBN

Quantity:

15MM stamps

15MM

Size (mm):

48 x NI A

30 X 40.5

Gum:

PVA

PVA

Paper:

C1S,l (CP)

C1S,L (H)

Process:

5CL

5CL

Pane:

booklet of 10

50

Tagging:

G (4 sides)

G (4 sides)

Perf.:

12.5 X 12.7

13.3 X 13.3

Teeth:

3 0 x NIA

20 X 27

All stamps in each River Heritage booklet have one straight edge top or bottom, so the height
and number of teeth vertically depend on how the individual booklets were trimmed.
ABBREVIAT IONS: 5CL = five colour lithography; A-P = Ashton-Potter; C1S,l = coated one
side, litho; CBN = Canadian Bank Note Company; (CP) = Coated Papers; G = general tagging;
(H) = Harrison; MM = million; N/A = not applicable; s-t = sa-tenant.
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CANADA-NEWFOUNDLAND
QUARTERLY PUBLIC AUCTIONS
OF SPECIALIZED ITEMS

'- a.~ ,,/.. f')
Hundreds of collectors bid in our quarterly public auctions. Our
carefully prepared and profusely illustrated catalogues offer a regular
source of outstanding material to British North America specialists.
Send in $15.00 today for a subscription to our next four catalogues
and prices realized .
.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

C 0 N SIGN M EN TS WANTED !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CANADA, NEWFOUNDLAND AND PROVINCES

We offer a simplified service to make the disposal of your stamps
an easy, pleasurable experience. Low commission rates and cash
advances are available for better properties. Outright purchase can be
arranged if you prefer. We are willing to travel to view larger holdings.
If you are not familiar with our operation, we put out a carefully
produced catalogue to secure maximum realizations of your material.
We have an international mailing list of active buyers. A copy of the
catalogue with prices realized -from our previous sale is available free
on request to interested consignors.

We are now accepting material for our next auction. Please write
or telephone me - Gary Lyon (506-548-8986)
Fax: 506-546-6627
today for further details.

r---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----:><:-l

I1
I
II

I
I

§

EASTERN AUCTIONS L TO.

1

P.O. BOX 250B, BATHURST, N.B. CANADA E2A 3Z2

I

Please send complimentary Catalogue
$15.00 Enclosed. lot Subscription Fee
Please send p!'evious catalogue and Prien reaUzed

Nlme

~

:

u

I am lnterftled In selling

I

l

L----_______________________ _JI
I
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Dealer Doings/Auction Action
Vic Willson
BUTTERFIELD AND BUTTERFIELD at 220

San Bruno Avenue, San Francisco CA 94103,
is reported by Christopher Harmer to be expanding its philatelic auction service. Mr. Harmer is
Director of the Stamp Department. Butterfield's
is one of the world's five largest auction houses
and the third largest in the United States. It has
auctioned some of the greatest American sales,
such as those of the Hearst, Hopkins, Folger,
and Fairmont families, and has included in its
auctions great philatelic rarities over the years.
New auction techniques include video monitoring and teleconferencing in the oompany's San
Francisco and Los Angeles galleries.
Mr. Harmer returned to San Francisco after
almost 20 years'· work with Harmer's in New
York, London, and Lugano. He may be reached
at 415-861 · 7500 ext. 268 with regard to disposing of collections or appraisals. He notes that
the firm prol"((ises settlement within 35 days or
even prepayment under special circumstances.
LUBKE SALE at A. MARESCH & Son of
Toronto. The June 17·18, 1992, auction sold
the first portion of the extensive Henry Lubke
collection. Hank formed the best 4 ring numeral
collection on cover ever developed, as well as
the most extensive accumulation of pence
covers. He at one time reported owning approximately 1,000 Pence covers, perhaps 40%
of all recorded. In addition over 50 other owners'
material was sold, including extensive selections
of Pence, Large Queen, and Small OJeen
items. In the Pence material a superb used haH
penny stamp sold for$1, 100 (all realizations with

AN INVITATION
TO MEMBERS OF

THE BRITISH
NORTH AMERICA

the 10% buyer's premium), and a pair of three
pence went for $1 ,155. A hard paper six pence
with imprint used sold for $3,850.
In the Cents issue a first day of issue of the
10 cent chocolate brown on cover reached
$7,425, while a pair of the 1~e to Victoria,
Vancouver Island went for $3,575. A 23e rate
cover to Australia finished at $5,500, and a 1oe
rate to the U.S. paid with five 2e stamps sold for
an exceptional $3,575.
In the Large Queen issue a rejoined imprint
block of 8 of the 1i¢ made $742, and a 1e laid
paper used with Hght oomer crease but well
centred achieved $4,125. The se used with
perf. 12, a great rarity, sold for$1 ,700, while the
2e major re-entry on cover made $1 ,155.
Small Queen items did extremely well; a 1Oe
rate to Switzerland, 1872, sold for $1,155, and
never hinged mint stamps went high, such as
Sc. 41 for $220. The Sc. 45 n.h. reached $575.
Similar results were obtalned for n.h. Jubilees
(20e for $467, soe for $330) and Edward (50e
for $1 ,100). Maresch reports that the second
part of the Lubke material will be auctioned in
the fall. Information is available frCJm A. Maresch & Son, 330 Bay St., STE. 703, Toronto
ON CANADA MSH 2S8, tel. 416·363·7777.
Once again George LeMesourier, Allan
Steinhart, and Arthur Leggett are sponsoring
BYPEX '92 at the Embassy West Motor Hotel,
1400 Carting Ave., Ottawa. No admission is
charged at the show Nov. 14-15. Stamps,
covers, and postcards will be sold by 25 deal·
ers, and exhibits will also be shown.

If you . . not elrMCiy • member of The
Royel Phllnellc SocJ.ty of Clnldl end would
be lntefWtMI in joining the " Royel", p i write to the Secreuwy, The Royel Phlletellc

Socl..., of C.-de, Oepenment 8 , Box 15320,
St.etldn F, Otuwe, Ont.lrlo K2J 3J1, for
membentllp eppllcatlon form• or Inform•·
tlon.

ADMISSION FEE • $5.00
ANNUAL DUES
Canadian member · 25.00
US member - 25.00US
Overseas member • 25.00US

PHILATELIC SOCIETY
MembeR ncelve The CM!IIdilll'l Phil•tfllilt,
Pldtl"'* Wmontflly. end . . enthled to u•

U..•lelclrcult.

"GROW WITH THE ROYAL"
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Calendar
CALENDAR lists exhibitions and bourses with significant BNA content, and BNAPS
Regional Group functions. Information/Prospectus must reach the Editor at least 3 months in
advance.

1992
SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 3, PERTH, SCOTLAND· CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY of
GREAT BRITAIN CONVENTION. Annual meetingin the heart of Scotland, fishing, golf,
near Glasgow, Edinburgh, Inverness. Information: C. A. King, 10 St. Leonard's Rd.,
Claygate, Esher, Surrey KT1 0 OEL UK.
OCTOBER 9-10, VICTORIA, B.C.· VICPEX '92. Greater Victoria and Vancouver Island Philatelic
Stamp Societies. Will be held at the Garth Homer Achievement Centre, 813 Darwin
Avenue, Victoria, British Columbia. 100 • 6 page frames. Adults $2.00 per frame. Juniors
$1 .00 per entry. Admission by donation. 16 dealer bourse. Hours: Friday - 5:00- 9:00
PM. Saturday: 9:00AM - 5:00PM. for further information please contact Don Shorting,
Box 5164, Stn. B, Victoria, B.C. V8R 6N4.
OCTOBER 24, LONDON, ON· MIDDPEX '92. White Oaks Mall, 1105 Wellington Ad. S., London,
ON. Sponsored by Middlesex Stamp Club of London. Saturday only, 9:30AM - 6:00PM,
free admission and parking. Information: Pat Delmore, Box 234, Mt. Brydges, ON NOL
1WO. Phone: (519) 204-2507.
OCTOBER 24-25, VANCOUVER, BC • VANPEX '92. Sheraton Landmark Hotel, 1400 Robson St.,
Vancouver, BC. The annual Exhibition and bourse of The British Columbia Philatelic
Society. 200 6p frames, competitive exhibits; no admission fee. 10 AM - 5 PM Saturday,
10 AM - 4 PM Sunday. For information: Exhibits Chairman Michael Sagar, 2831 W. 45th
Ave., Vancouver, BC V6N 3L4.
NOVEMBER 14-15, OTTAWA, ON • BYPEX '92. Embassy West Motor Hotel, 1400 Carling Ave.,
Ottawa. 25 dealer bourse and exhibit, free admission. Stamps, covers, postcards.
Sponsored by George LeMesourier, Allan Steinhart, and Arthur W. Leggett. Information:
613-729-7100
NOVEMBER 13-15, CALGARY, AB- CALTAPEX '92. Marlborough Inn, 1316 33 St. NE. Annual
philatelic exhibition of the Calgary Philatelic Society. Fri: 4 pm- 8 pm; Sat: 10 am- 5 pm;
Sun: 10 am - 5 pm; competitive exhibit and bourse. Information from CALTAPEX
Chairman, Box 1478, Calgary AB T2P 2L6.
1993
APRIL 17, WATERLOO, ON· KITCHENER·WATERLOO STAMPFEST '93. Albert McCormick
Arena, Parkside Dr.• Waterloo. 20 dealers Bourse, 100 frame Exhibition, Youth Activities
area. 10:00 AM- 4:00 PM.Information: Betty Martin, Box 1676, Kitchener, ON N2G4R2.
Phone: (519) 578-7782.
APRIL 24, CALGARY, AB - CALGARY REGIONAL GROUP • BNAPS Regional Meeting Marlborough Inn, 1316-33 Street NE, Calgary, Alberta. A full day of BNA seminars,
stamp trading, cloths line exhibit, socializing and annual banquet. The Calgary Philatelic
Society Stamp Day is on the following day - April 25 (Dealer Bourse and Exhibits).
Information from Chairman: J.R. Taylor, 2335 Paliswood Road SW, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada T2V 3P6.
MAY 7-9, VANCOUVER, BC • PIPEX '93. Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs. Information from:
William J . Davidson, PIPEX '93, P.O. Box 60009, 6417 Fraser Street, Vancouver B.C.
V5W 3AO.
•
SEPTEMBER 3-5, TORONTO, ON • BNAPEX '93. The Royal York Hotel. Information: AJ
Steinhart, 35 Church Street, Toronto, ON M5E 1T3.
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\~:JThe RPO Cowcatcher

A Guest Column by William G. Robinson, OTB
5830 Cartier Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3A7

Last time we discussed the numerous hammers
used on the Medicine Hat & Nelson section of
the C.P.R.'s southern Trans-Continental line.
Today we will consider the next RPO run west
from Nelson to Midway. This section was completed by the C.P.R. in ear1y 1900, but the
earliest known R.P.O. marking on this run is W95, NELSON & MIDWAY R.P.O., 25 November, 1903. There is no proof strike of this hammer, which was used until 1930. Other hammers were used until service ended in 1957.
This railway runs through extremely rugged
country, and an example of the heavy construction is shown in the accompanying photo of the
trestle bridge near Cascade, B.C.
Two of the hammers used on this run 0/'1-96
and W-98A) contain the abbreviation BRIT.·
COL. rather than B.C. for the provincial designalion.ThisuseisuniqueamongR.P.O.hcmmers.

Two steel hammers 0/'J·98a and b) and a
large diameter rubber hammer (W-98c) contain
ornaments- in this case the musical sharp #on
both sides of the B.C. The first of these was
proofed December 29, 1908, but an example
was not found until almost 80 years later. It is
scarceI Examples are now known from January
8, 1909 to April 13,1910. The hammer then
disappears, and W-98bwas proofed December
3, 1913. It is not known in use until November
service ceased on September 30, 1957. Where
was this hammer for the fourteen years from
1913 to 1927? The rubber hammer was proofed January 25, 1919, and one strike is known
dated April30, 1920, from Train 12. Two other
rubber hammers with ornaments were proofed
about the same time, but examples have not
been reported as yet.
Some nine private clerl< hammers have also
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been reported on this run. Several of the names .
ar~ well known from other runs - for example,
F.D. Dingwall, R.G.Spence, and E.G. Kane.
These markings were used on facing slips to ·
indicate which clerk had made up the bundle of
mail. They were also sometimes used as backstamps on registered letters when the steel
hammer of the run was not handy, or perhaps
was in use by another clerk cancelling mail
posted on the train.
Examples of those hammers included in the

..J
· ~'
7-

proof books are shown below. Unfortunately,
these records are far from complete and the
proof dates of many hammers aren't known.
Next time we will consider the mail service
from Midway west to Hope, Ruby Creek, Agassiz, and Vancouver along the Kettle Valley
Railway through the infamous Coquihalla Pass
- where very heavy snowfall and heavy run-off
caused monumental blockages and washouts,
and eventually forced abandonment of the
route.
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THE FIVE CENT LARGE QUEEN - PAPERS
AND PERFORATIONS
William L. Simpson and George B. Arfken
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Ftg. 1. A portion of the British American Bank Note Co. trade sample sheet, printed in May
1869. Note the three 5¢ Large Queens on the right Photo of the Mtire trade sample sheet
from Jim Hennok.

A careful study of the 5¢ Large Queens in
the Simpson collection has yielded some new
information about the papers and perforations
of these unusual stamps. To put the information
in context, some background information is in
order.
The 5¢ Large Queen, issued October 1,
1875, was a provisional stamp. This was a
temporary Issue, rushed Into production because the time available was too limited to
produce the 5¢ Small Queen (1]. The Treaty of
Berne, signed October 9, 1874, established the
General Postal Union (laterthe Universal Postal
Union), effective July 1, 1875 [2]. The lm·
mediate admission of Canada into the Union
was blocked by French and Spanish objections
(3] . In response, the U.K. extended the new
GPUIUPU 5¢ per ~ oz. rate to Canada for
Canadian letter mail to the U.K. The rates to the
U.K. had been 6¢ via Canadian packet and Be
when sent via the U.S.

The new 5¢ rate was announced in Depart·
ment Order No. 15, dated September 1, 1875.
The new rate was to become effective just 30
days later. on October 1, 1875 and Canada had
no 5¢ postage stamps. In a letter dated Saptember 3, the Post Office officially requested the
British American Bank Note Co. to prepare a
plate for printing 5¢ stamps and to submit
colors for the Postmaster General's selection.
The time available, less than one month, was
far too short a time to engrave a new 5¢ Small
Queen die, lay down a plate, and print stamps.
What happened next is not completely clear.
We know that a die for the 5¢ Large Queen
WjlS prepared In 1867 along with the other
Large Queen dies. The presence of the 5¢
Large Queen on the 1869 trade sample sheet
is clear evidence of this. A part of this trade
sample sheet is shown in Figure 1. A plate was
also prepared. Fairbanks has Illustrated a block
of 5¢ Large Queen proofs with a type Ill imprint
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Fig. 2. From Toronto, Ont., NO 22 75, to Scotland. The 2-fold 5¢ preferred rate was paid with apalrof5,.
Large Queens. The 5¢ Small Queens had not yet been issued. t=ridorsed \r~a New York, the cover~
carried on the Cunard Bothnia that ssiled from New York on November 24.
(4). No 5e Large Queens were printed at that
time. The Se pre confederation domestic rate
was scheduled to be reduced to 3¢ and there
was no longer any need for 5¢ stamps. Because the plate actually used for printing the 5¢
Large Queens in late 1875 had a type V imprint, it was generally assumed that a seoond
plate was prepared in September 1875. DiCiommo has argued persuasively that there
was not enough time to prepare a new Large
Queen plate, submit trial colors and print
stamps [5]. He pointed out that much time
would have been saved by correcting flaws on
the 1867 plate, erasing the old type Ill imprint
and rolling in the type V imprints and a FIVE
CENTS counter. We are lndined to agree with
DiCiommo that there was only one 5¢ Large
Queen plate. However they did it, the British
American Bank Note Co. did have the 5e Large
Queens ready on October 1, 1875.
Some 1,250,000 5e Large Queens were
issued over a period of four months, October
1875 through January 1876. They were replaced by the 5e Small Queen in early February. As indicated above, the reason for issuing
the provisional se stamps was to pay the new
5e preferred rate to the U.K. Figure 2 shows a
double rate cover to Scotland dated NO 22 75.
This is one of a series of covers sent by George
Brown, Editor of the Toronto Globe and a
Father of Canadian Confederation, to his wife in

Scotland. Mrs. Brown was visiting her mother.
The 2-fold 5¢ rate was paid with a pair of the 5e
Large Queens. Presumably the 5¢ Large
Queens were more readily available tha'l the
1Oe Small Queen. The cover was carried on the
Cunard Bothnia sailing from New York on
November 24. The new 5e preferred rate was
the same for Cunard stecvners sailing from New
York as for Allan packets sailing from Quebec.
The 5e Large Queens are olive green ran ging from light olive green to deep olive green.
An examination of the 5¢ Large Queens in the
Simpson collection has disclosed four different
types of paper used for printing these staJ'Tl)s
and at least three different types of gum. In
order of date according to a small number of
dated copies, we find:
1. Rough paper with a faint vertical mesh,
0.0034" - 0.0036" In thickness. with a shiny,
thick yellowish gum. Boggs type Y.
2. Paper with a strong vertical mesh, 0.0034" •
0.0035" in thickness, with streaky gum,
Boggs type W.
3. Thinner paper with medium vertical mesh,
0.0030" • 0.0032" In thickness, with thin
white gum. Boggs type V.
4. Smooth paper with medium horizontal mesh,
0.0034" • 0.0035" 1n thickness. The gum was
not observed but it was probably streaky or
thin White.
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Two comments: 1. The small number of
dated oopies do not definitely establish the time
sequence of these four papers. Further study
may suggest changes. 2. The appearance of
four distinct types of paper on a stamp issued
for only four months is somewhat surprising.
Probably the printing and perforating of these
5¢ Large Queens was a rush job. The use of
four different types of paper and the appearance of four different perforations may
have been a oonsequence of the pressure to
produce these stamps in a very short time. Adding to the pressure, the British American Bank
Note Co. was supposed to have three different
registered letter stamps ready by the same
October 1, 1875 date. The 5¢ Large Queens
were ready. The registered letter stamps were
not ready.
Until 1955, oollectors thought that all of the
5¢ Large Queens were perforated 11 ~ x 12. In
1955, Hll'st announced finding a 5¢ la'ge Q.Jeen
perf 12 [6]. In 1976, Lussey showed that the 5¢
Large Queens exist in three perforation forms,
the first three forms given in Table 1 below [7):
Table 1. Perforations on the 5¢ Large
Queens
Kiusalas
perforation

Metric Gauge
equivalence

Abtn:tn:le

66x65
67 x65
68x 65

11 .93 X 12.11
11.75x12.11
11.58 X 12.11

scarce
"normal"
scarce

67x66

11 .75 X 11.93

very scarce

The most common perforation, usually mislabeled 11 ~X 12, is actually 11 .75 X 12.11 . The

perf 12 variety is 11.93 x 12.1 1. The fourth
perforation Hsted, 67 x 66, was discovered in
the Simpson collection. It should be noted that
perfs 65 and 66 are different perforations made
by different machines and that neither of them
is perf 12. One caution, if you are offered any of
the scarce perforation varieties, the perforations
should be checked carefully. Reperforated
fakes are known. The Canada Specialized
Catalogue lists an imperforate pair of the 5¢
Large Queen and adds that only one pair is
known. This unique imperforate pair was illustrated on the cover of the September-October 1982 BNA TOPICS (vol. 39).

(1] Canada's Provisional Stamps, Doug Patrick, Can. Phil. vol. 10, pp. 26-29, Jan.-Feb.
1959.
[2) Canada's Small Queen Era, Postal
Usage during the Small Queen Era, 1870 1897, George B. Arfken, Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation, Toronto,
1989.
[3) 1876 Report of the Postmaster General,
pp. viii-ix.
[4) The 5c 'Lar!J6 Queen', A. Graham Fairbanks, BNA TOPICS vol. 24, pp. 36-40, Feb.
1967.
[5) The Five Cent Large Queen, J0e DICiommo, BNA TOPICS vol. 39, pp. 25- 32,
Sept.-Oct. 1982.
[6) The Perloration of the 5¢ 'Lar!J6 Queen',
Hurst, P.J., Maple Leaves vol. 5, pp. 249-250,
June 1955.
(7] Perforations on Canadian Stamps, Harry
Lussey, BNA TOPICSvol. 33, pp. 32-33, Mar.Apr. 1976.
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CANADA REVENUES

The stamps and covers of Her
Majesty's reign. Lovely - attractive
- elusive.

Bought & Sold. Wantlists invited

On approval to serious
collectors

Leslie Gray
Deer Run P.O. Box 689
King City, Ontario
Canada LOG 1KO
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,_,_, C.IJMM ,._ _ c.fltlogw $1D.95
100 dlffwent c.n.da revenun
valued lit $95+ odi $26.95
Regular lllvlllhly llustnded Newelelers
& Audlone - Fnte sample

E.S. J. van Dam Ltd.
P.O. Box 3008
Brldgenorth,

Ontllrto, C.nede KOL 1HO

Tel: 705-292-7013

Fax: 705-292-6311

Letters
MISSPELLING OF SOCIETY NAME
Lately I have noticed an increasing incidence of the misspelling of our society name.
The full and proper name of our esteemed
organization is British North America Philatelic
Society with Ltd. recently added to comply with
an administrative change. The spelling error
occurs in the third word America which must be
spelled with an a as the final letter, not an n.
It is easy to understand how our members
south of the border can make this error, but
Canadian members too, frequently make this
mistake.
I treat the correct spelling of our society
name as a very important point and I hope this
letter will start an awareness among members
to ensure correct spelling of our society name in
all publications, documents, and notices.
Edmund A. Harris
Calgary, Alberta

INFORMATION REQUESTED
Your help and that of the readers is needed
please. With our continuing research into the
stamps of Newfoundland for the Newfoundland
Specialized Stamp Catalogue, we (Walsh &
Butt, authors) would like to receive information
on the following subjects. Readers have written
to us suggesting that this information, if known,
would be beneficial.
We are looking for the numbers printed of
the fol lowing stamps and the earliest date
cancelled. Please forward a photostat of your
cancelled cover or stamp. Information is requested of the 1868-75 Second Cents Issue;
the 1876-79 Rouletted lssue;the 1880-98 British
American Bank Note Co. Issue which contains
the 1/2¢ Dog, 1e Prince of Wales in its multiple
colour shades, 2¢ Codfish, 3¢ blue, umberbrown Vickie; the 1890 3¢ slate Vickie; the
1897 Royal Family lss.ue; 1908 Map Stamp and
the 1905 Officially Sealed as well as the 18731933 Post Cards.
With the John Guy Issues of 1910 and 1911
the numbers printed are requested. In the 1928
Publicity Issue the ear1ies date cancelled of the
28¢ General Post Office is sought. With the
1929 Re-engraved Publicity Issue the numbers
printed are required with the date of the issue of
the 15¢ Flight being requested. The 1931

Publicity Issue requires numbers printed with
the issue dates of the 1¢-5¢ values being
sought.
For the 1932 Resources Issue; 1933 Gilbert
Issue; 1937 Long Coronation Issue; 1938 Royal
Famity; the 1939 Roy~ Visit and overprints; 30¢
Memorial College and overprint; 1939 Postage
Due Issue and the 1943 7¢ Airmail Issue the
numbers printed would be of benefit if known.
This seems like a tall request for help, but
with all those active Newfoundland stamp
collectors many of these unknown (to us) will
cease to be hidden. Possibly employees and
ex-employees of the printing firms may be able
to find the requested information in the company archive files that is not readily accessible
to the average collector.
We thank you for your interest and cooperation.
John M. Walsh & John G. Butt
9 Guy Street
St John's, Newfoundland
Canada A1B 1P4
TeVVoice/Fax: (709) 722-3476

NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUE
INFORMATION REQUESTED
For the past several years there has been a
problem regarding a Newfoundland revenue
Item and If you can run the following it might
bring some vital information to the fore.
The 5¢ printed overprint on Newfoundland
25¢ value received this overprint in 1963 when
the supply of the 5¢ ran out and there was a
surplus of the 25¢ value available. The basic
25¢ stamp, which was overprinted, was printed
in sheets of 50 with a gutter separating the two
panes of 25. Complete sheets of this stamp
were available and such a sheet of 50 would
have 5 gutter pairs available. These gutter pairs
are recognized in the Revenue Catalog and
command a premium. The Catalog also lists
further pairs of this stamp with the 5¢ printed
overprint at $250.00 each.
The problem is that while this overprinted
gutter pair is listed I have never been able to
locate an example and I don't know of anyone
who has positive evidence that such an item
exists. Perhaps this letter will attract some
proof, one way or the other.
My own feeling is that any printer being
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Mv/ wn feeling is that any pl'inter being

9u6cf ~~n to overprint a sheet of 50 which
/

was divided into two panes of 25 would recognize the advantage of setting up an overprinting
plate for 25 positions and then cut the sheet
into panes of 25. It would be more economical
and panes of 25 would be easier to handle than
a sheet of 50. This, however, is merely a theory. is there anyone out there who can HELP?
H.W. Lussey
Atlantis, Florida

they have given their blessings to the proposal.
Fellow BNAPSers, the ball is now in your
court. I look forward to receiving your responses.
Bob Marcello
Chairman
Semi-official Air Mail Study Group
Box 961 , Boston, Mass. 02103

NEW REGIONAL GROUP PROPOSED
Calling all BNAPSers in the Northeast ... Are
you interested in joining a New England Regional Group of the BNAPS? If so, please let
me know.
I understand that past attempts to start a regional group in New England fizzled out. Perhaps the prospects for forming such a group
are more promising now.
I would be happy to assist anyone who is
willing to take on the responsibility of leading
the regional group. Bill Robinson, BNAPS President, and Dr. Bob Carr, Vice-President of
Regional Groups, have been contacted and

WANTED
Canadian Covers Pre 1960
Stationery
Have Same For Sale

R.F. Narbonne
Tel. 1-613-257-5453
- Since 1962 -

GREENWOOD STAMP COMPANY
216 Mailey Drive
Carleton Place, Ont. K7C 3X9

Canada, Newfoundland

AUCTION AGENT
For ovt~r twenty -five years, Jim
Hennok has been buying at major
North American Auctions. His ex pertise is available to you at a sup risingly low rate . He is widely recognized as the most thorough and
accurate "viewer" in Toronto. By
employing him as an agent you can
gain anonymity and prevent unsatisfactory purchases. Please phone or
write to discuss your needs.

JIM A . HENNOK L TO.
185 Queen St. East
Toronto, Ontario
MSA 1S2
Phone(416)363- 7757
(24 hours)
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And Other B.N.A.
Public Auctions
Basutoland, Falkland Islands
and other British Commonwealth. Mint, Used, On Cover,
Single Rarities, Collections, Accumulations Bought and Sold.

JOHN H. TALMAN
BOX 70, ADELAIDE STREET P.O .
TORONTO, ONT MSC 2H8
PHONE (416)863-1465
Visit our store at 211 Yonge St.
(Upper Mezzanine)
Downtown Toronto

£

~=

Schiff Auctions
Buyers, Auctioneers & Appraisers of U.S. &
Worldwide Stamps & Postal History

~

We invite you to consign individual stamps, postal history and collections for
public auction or private treaty sale. Our "Especially for Specialists"® auctions are designed with you in mind, whether you're a buyer or seller of U.S.
or Worldwide stamps. We also purchase outright, but contact us before
sending any stamps. Be sure to include your address and phone number.

Jacques C. Schiff, Jr. Inc.
195 Main St.
Ridgefield Park NJ 07660 USA
Telephone 201 -641 -5566
Fax 201 -641 -5705

N.America OverCATALOGS
1 Year with RNiizallonc US$10.00 US$18.00
1 Year Catalog• Only
$7.50
$15.00
1 Catalog a ANiizaliona
$1 .50
$2.50
$1.00
$2.00
Sallllle Catalog Only

M/llt'IU ... at.

-- - ~

•REGULAR POSTAL HISTORY & STAMP AUCTIONS•
CONSIGNMENTS & DIRECT PURCHASES WELCOME
Canada - P.O. Box 430, ABBOTSFORD, BRITISH COLUMBIA V2S 5Z5
United States- P.O. Box 1507, SUMAS, WASHINGTON 98295-1507
Telephone (604) 850-1137
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Philatelist's Notebook
Vic Willson
The firmest recommendation from those
attending the Meet the Editor session at
BNAPEX '91 was to begin a series on fundamentals of Canadian philately. Most suggested that a primer on cancellations would be
an excellent place to start, as new BNAPS
members might not have ready access to such
lnfonnatlon. Here goes - I will do part of it and
will Invite other specialists to do others. These
will be roughly chronological, although early
cancellations will be put off until later.
BRITISH NORTH A MERICA CANCELLATIONS- PART 1: CANADA, 1851-75 (sources: Jarrett, 1929 and Richardson, 1978)
Cancellation: a mark Intended to Indicate that a
postage or revenue stamp has paid a tax or fee
and render It not reusable (alternate term:
cance~. Until the late 19th century these were
all struck by hand using a long handle (wood or
metaO with the metal, wood, or cork cancel at
the end. The face of the cancel was touched or
struck on a pad filled with Ink and then struck to
the face of the letter, either on the stamp or on
the paper.

Fig.2
4-Ring Nu meral Cencele, March 1, 1857 late 1800's (Fig. 2).
This cancel has a numeral Inside four concentric rings or circles. While a thousand numbers were apparently ordered, following the
example of the British Post Office In Its use of
numbers for many towns, only numbers 1-52,
omitting 6 and 9, were Issued alphabetically to
the largest post offices. Two others, 516 and
627, have also shown up. Many numbers are
uncommon to rare, especially on cover, and the
existence of 48 (Thorold) Is still under debate
among 4-ring oollec10rs. Number 21 (Montreal)
is the most common. While all but number 48
are condusively reported on some pence and
1859 stamps, not all numbers were used with
the Large Queen issue, and fewer still are
found with the Small Queens.

Fig. 1
Target Cancels, April, 1851 - late 1800's
(Fig. 1).
These were officially ordered metal devices
Intended to obliterate the new stamps issued for
use In the spring of 1851. Since new cancellers
were made up as ordered, they are not uniform
(Jarrett, 1929). They can be found most commonly In black Ink, followed by blue, and much
less commonly red, green, and brown (not to be
confused with red that has oxidized Into a rusty
red -brown color). Most bigger cities abandoned
the target cancellers as they received others,
but smaller towns often kept them for many
years.

Flg. S
Berrl Duplex Canc els, May, 1860 - 1900's
(Fig. 3).
A duplex cancel combines In one device
both a circular town/date/province mark, Intended to indicate when the letter or item was
processed, with a stamp killer or obliterator,
usually a circular grid. The killer almost always
appears at 3 O'clock, le. to the right of an
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upright dater, no more than about 4 mm. distant. The bars of the grid are usually horizontal,
occasionally vertical In later versions. Most of
the original devices were abandoned before
1870. The British firm of Berri of london constructed at least 57 such devices, recorded to
date, after being ordered in 1860. Between
1867 and 1876 the Public Works Dept. of
Canada supplied devices, some of which may
have been duplex cancels. Twenty-two towns
have been recorded with Berri duplex cancels
between 1860 and 1875.

Fig. 4

2-Ring Numeral Cancels, March, 1869 •
1930's (Fig. 4).
The 4-ring numeral cancels proved troublesome due to the clogging of the rings with ink,
and, not wishing to abandon the numeral cancel
yet, the Post Office ordered 60 hammers numbered from 1 to 60. These were assigned to
cities in order of their postal receipts, with 1

going to Montreal and 60 to Newmarket. The
only number not positively Identified is 17, of
which few examples have been even reported.
The numbers all occur on large Queens, but
not all on Small Queens, since some of the
larger cities (Toronto, Ottawa, and Kingston, for
example) quickly abandoned them In favor of
fancy cancels which came Into vogue during
late 1869. Many of the numbers continued until
the late 1890's, and one (40) was somehow
acquired and used by a small town in the
1930's.
Fancy cancels, 1850's to 1900's (Figs.
Sa-Sd).
Fancy cancels are locally made killers that
have a recognizable design or motif. They may
be geometric (so-called corks (Fig. Sa), since
they were often carved from the ends of corks
or dowelling), letters or alphabetical, numeric, or
even pictorial (Fig. Sb). While few have been
noted from the 1850's and 1860's, fancy cancels really began wide use In late 1869. This
was probably due to the use of fancy cancels in
the U.S. by this time. Several postmasters In
major towns chose to replace their 2-ring numeral cancels with elaborated fancy numeralcancels (Fig. Sc). Other postmasters who did
not have a numeral cancel created their own,
and the practice continued for two decades.
The cancels were often fragile and lasted only
a few weeks before breaking apart, thus necessitating a new one. With the cheapness of
mass-produced metal devices In the late 1800's
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Figs. 5a, b, c, d
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Figs. 6a, b, c, d, e
and the desire of the Post Office for uniformity,
split ring cancels were available to all but the
smallest offices and eventually replaced fancy
cancels except for an occasional revival. A few
fancy cancels were duplexes, the result of
either reworking a duplex cancel or replacing
the grid killer with a new fancy insert.
Well-known examples are the Hamilton 5
duplex, London 6, and Halifax H duplex (Fig.
Sd).
Town Postmarks, 1851 - 1875 (Figs.
6a-6de.
Originally, letters were to receive a town
mark as proof that they had entered the postal
system at a certain date. The date was to be read-

able, thus not intended to cancel the stamp
after 1851. That is why town marks on early
Canadian stamps are not common. These were
continued from provincial times well Into Confederation (1867), and can be classified into
several types. A common type is the interrupted
double circle (Fig. Sa). During the late 1850's a
single split circle cancel was introduced (fig.
6b). For many years various circular date stamp
(CDS) cancels (Fig. 6c) were used, some with
a second circle or split circle Inside (Fig. 6d),
and a few without any arcs or circles, often
termed circle of letters. The tombstone cancel
(Fig.6e) was used at Montreal. Few other fonns
occur during the period covered here.
(to be continued)

NEWFOUNDLAND SPECIALIZED STAMP CATALOGUE
2nd edition '92
Spiral Bound, 140 pages, pictures, prices. Detailed listing for NFLD stamps; oovers; revenues ;
plate numbers; 1st ftight oovers; postal stationery, envelopes, slogans, coupons, meters, dead
letler office; postal rates; tax sla'Tlps; 1500 + town post offices and cancel types. Available from :
F.V.H. Stamps; Vancower, B.C., George Wegg Ltd; Toronto, Ont.
Gary Lyon Ltd; Bathurst, N.B., Vera Trinden Ltd; London, United Kingdom.
or Walsh's Philatelic Service, 9 Guy St., St. John's NFLD, Canada A1B 1P4
(709) 722·3476 fax/voice Retail: Cdn. $28.50 post/GST paid, U.S. $24.00 post paid
'
visa/mastercard accepted.
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Robert A. Lee Philatelist
Ltd.

presents

CANADA and B.N.A. AUCTIONS
OUR AUCTIONS REGULARLY CONTAIN
SOME 2000 LOTS
INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
ADMIRAL ISSUE
ADVERTISING COVERS
AIRMAIL & FLIGHT COVERS
AIRMAIL STAMPS
ALBERTA POSTAL HISTORY
BOOKLETS & BOOKLET PANES
BRITISH COLUMBIA POSTAL HISTORY
CENTENNIAL (1967) ISSUE
C INDERELLA MATERIAL
DEAD LETTER OFFICE
DISASTER COVERS
DUPLEX CANCELLATIONS
EDWARD VII ISSUE
E XHIBITION & FAIR COVERS
FANCY. NUMERAL & SPECIALTY CANCELLATIONS
I 859 FIRST CEN TS ISSUE
FIRST DAY COVERS
FLAG CANCELLATIONS
FOREIGN COVERS
FORGERIES
INTERNATIONAL MACHINE CANCELLATIONS
JUBILEE ISSUE
LARGE QUEEN ISSUE
LEGISLATIVE MARKINGS
LITERATURE
MANITOBA POSTAL HISTORY
MAP ( 1898) ISSUE
MAPLE LEAF ISSUE
MILITARY POSTAL HISTORY
MOON. MOTO & POCON CANCELLATIONS
NASCOPIE POSTAL H ISTORY
NEW BRUNSWICK POSTAL HISTORY
NEW BRUNSWICK STAMPS
NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL HISTORY
NE WFOUNDLAND STAMPS
N.W T. POSTAL HISTORY
NOVA SCOTIA POSTAL HISTORY

NUMERAL ISSUE
OFFIC IAL STAMPS
OFFICIALLY SEALED STAMPS
O.H M S PERFINS
ONTARIO POSTAL HISTORY
PATRIOTIC COVERS & POSTCARDS
PENCE ISSUES
PERFINS (PRIVATE)
PLATE BLOCKS
POSTAGE DUE ISSUES
POS TAL H ISTORY COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS
POSTAL STATIONERY
PRECANCELS
P E I POSTAL HISTORY
PROOFS
QUEBEC POSTAL HISTORY
QU EBEC TERCENTENARY
RAILROAD POST OFFICES
RATE COVERS
REGISTERED COVERS
REGISTRATION STAMPS
REVENUES
ROYAL TRAINS COVERS
S ASKATCHEWAN POSTAL HISTORY
SEMI -OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
SHIP CANCELLATIONS. MARKINGS & VIEWCARDS
SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
SMALL QUEEN ISSUE
SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS
SPECIM EN OVERPRINTS
SQUARED CIRCLES
STAMP COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS
STAMPLESS COVERS
VARIETIES
VIEWCARDS
WAR TAX STAMPS
YUKON POSTAL HISTORY

CALL OR WRITE TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR CATA LOGUE

I'Hil..A TELIST I.TI>
members A P S . B N A P S . C S D A

AP SC . P TS

#203- 1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna, B.C. V1 Y 5Y2 Phone (604) 861 · 1106
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CANADA JOINS THE EMPIRE AIR

MAIL SCHEME
Walter Plomish
In the Jan. 29, 1938, Canadian Post Office
Weekly Bulletin It was announced that Canada
would participate In the Empire Airmail Scheme
effective Feb. 23, 1938. For letters posted In
Canada Intended to be conveyed beyond
England to Empire points In Africa, India, and
Malaya served by Empire Air Mail routes the
fee was 6¢ per ~ oz.
Transmission by air mall was the normal
means of conveyance of all first class mail from
England instead of by ship and train, as no al-

ternative means of transmission was to be provided by the British Post Office. This provided
an accelerated service for one additional 3¢
stamp and reduced the present airmail rate by
75%. The ordinary first class letter rate to
Great Britain and Ireland of 3¢ for the first oz.
and 2¢ for each additional oz. would remain in
effect. In the February 5th, 1938, Canadian
Post Office Weekly Bulletin the service was
further described as reproduced below in figure
one.

Empire Air Mall Scheme
Service beyond England for Letter Malle
to certain Empire Countrlea to be by Air only

All first class mail Qetters, postcards and other articles prepaid at letter rate) posted in Canada
on and after the 23rd February for the following Empire Countries will be carried exclusively by air
BEYOND ENGLAND under the new Empire Air Mall Scheme as the normal means of transmission Instead of by surface transport as at present:
Anglo Egyptian Sudan
Kenya Colony and
Protectorate
Unganda Protectorate
Tanganyika Territory
Mauritius
Nyasaland Protectorate
Northern Rhodesia
Southern Rhodesia
South Africa
Union of South Africa
South West Africa
Basutoland
Bechuanaland Protectorate
Swaziland

Zanzibar Protectorate
Egypt
Aden
Palestine and
Transjordan
British India (includlng Grltish Indian
Post Offices on the
Persian Gulf, In
French India and In
Tibet, but excluding
Portugese India)
Ceylon
Seychelles
Burma

Malaya
Federated Malay States
(Negri, Sembilian
Pahang, Perak, Selangor)
Unfederated Maly States
(Johore, Kedah, Kelanian, Perils, Trengganu, Brunei)
Straits Settlements
North Borneo
Sarawak

Under the new arrangements the Postage for the above countries will be:
Letters - 6 cents per half ounce.
Postcards - 4 cents.
Registered first class mail will also be forwarded by air as the means of transmission.
The present alr mail rates to the countries m~ntloned In the list above will be discontinued on
the 23rd February. Letters and postcards for those countries should not bear either air mail label
or other marking Indicating air transmission.
The present air mall rates to countries not mentioned in the above list will be continued.
Figure 1
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Under the new arrangements Postage for
the above countries was:
letters 6¢ per half oz.
Postcards 4¢ each.
Registered first class mail was also forwarded by air as the means of transmission.
The Current air mail rates to the counties mentioned in the list above were discontinued on
the 15th of February 1938. Letters and postcards

for those countries were not to bear either air
mail labels, or other markings indicating air mail
service. The current air mail rates to countries
not on the Fig. 1 list were continued. In the
March 11, 1939, Weekly Supplement an extension of the empire air mall scheme was announced. Effective April 1st, 1939, the all-t~p
service was extended to Hong Kong, Australia,
and New Zealand. The additional destinations
are listed in figure two.

Empire Air Mall Scheme extended to Hong Kong,
Australia and New Zealand

On and after the 1st April 1939, Hong Kong, Australia and New Zealand will be Included in the
Empire Air Mall (All Up) service.
Under this extension first class mail will be carried by air beyond England as the normal means
of conveyance for :
Australia
Banks Islands
Cook Islands
Fanning Island
Gilbert & Ellice Islands
Hong Kong
Nauru
New Guinea
(Mandated Territory)

New Hebrides
New Zealand
Norfolk Island
Papua
Samoa
(Territory under British
Administration)
Solomon Islands
Tonga

The postage for first class mail addressed to the countries mentioned wUI be:
Letters • 6 cents per half ounce.
Postcards - 4 cents.
The present rates on letters (3¢ first oz. and 2e each oz. after) and postcards (2¢ each) have
been discontinued to Hong Kong, Australia and New Zealand and to places served through Australia
and New Zealand included in the list above.
The present air mail rates via England (Hong Kong 25¢ per
35¢ per ~ oz.) have been discontinued.

~

oz., Australia and New Zealand

The Department reserves the option of sending letter mails by surface means whenever delivery
can be accelerated.
Figure 2
The then present first class letter rates of 3¢
1st oz. and 2e each additional oz. and the 2¢
each postcard rate were discontinued to Hong
Kong, Australia, and New Zealand, and to
places listed in Rg. 2. The previous air mall
rates via England of 25¢ per ~ oz. to Hong
Kong and 35¢ per ~ oz. to Australia and New
Zealand were discontinued.
Fig. Three Posted March 22, 1938, at
Montreal and addressed to Johannesburg,
South Africa, this letter had the boxed purple
airmail hand stamp applied at the Canadian
Post Office , contrary to all-up service
regulations. It is paid correctly at 6¢ per \t oz.

Fig. Four Posted June 14, 1938 to Calcutta,
India, and back stamped June 26, 1938, CalcuttaB. P.O., this cover has no Indication of airmail
service as per regulations, but was paid correctly at 6¢ per~ oz for all-up airmail service.
As always there were problems with the allup system. Many letters and post cards sent to
Empire countries served by the Empire Air Mail
Scheme were still being sent pre-paid at the
former Empire surface rate, resulting in the
addressees being required to pay defiCiency in
postage on delivery. Postmasters were ordered
to display posters in a prominent place in post
office lobbies with the proper all-up rates. A
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Fig. 3 . March 22, 1938 6¢ per 112 oz All-Up to Sooth Africa
hand stamp was also Issued to postmasters
with Instructions that It be used In lieu of shortpaid charges till May 1, 1940. I have seen this
marking struck In purple ink, as shown in Fig. 5
and 6.
Fig. five Posted Feb. 26, 1938, Orilla, On-

tarlo, to Punjab, India, with a Mar. 16, 1938,
receiver on rear, this letter was over .Is oz and
is 6¢ short paid. In lieu of tax it was stamped
with the instructional mark indicating the proper
postal rate for all-up service. As per regulations
no Indication of airmail service is evident.

f.~

'·Per s .s. "NORMANDIE"

(

·. Via NEW YORif.

U.s .A. ·

Major H. Hobbs .
9~

Old Court House Street 1

Calcutta •
•!...

.

•••

•

•

~~~,. 'r!t.tf.i~ ~ ~:~,:~:I: ·

INDIA.

-1~

·· :·: : .

, . ! •

-:,
·.~

.

.

' ... ~
,.

.

Fig. 4. June 14, 1938 note an indication of airmail as per All-Up regulations.
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Fig. 5. Feb. 23, 1938 over 112 oz and struck with special All-Up instructional.
Fig. 6 Posted on Aug. 27, 1938, at Saskatoon, Sask, to Crandock, South Africa, this
letter was not over ~ oz. but was short paid on
the .6e per ~ oz. rate by 3e. It was charged
double deficiency = 6¢ due. At 5 centimes to 1
cent, it was hand stamped T~O centimes due.

The addressee paid the 6¢ due charges, with
1D + 20 South African Postage Dues affixed, 3
Pence.= 6¢ Canadian. The dues are cancelled
Crandock, Sept. 22, 1938. The cover was also
struck with the all-up instructional for good
measure.

Fig. 6. Aug. 27, 1938 6¢ per 112 oz All-Up shortpaid 3¢ and taxed. 3 pence
South Africa dues pay double 3¢ due.
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Fig. 7. May 15, 1939 double weight All-Up cover to Southern RhodfiS/a, South Africa.

s.v.n.

Fig.
Posted May 15, 1939, Toronto,
Ontario, to Sallebury, South Africa, this letter Ia
over It oz. and Ia correctly paid at twelve cents.
There Ia a Brltleh air mall sticker on the cover
front contrary to all-up regulations.
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YOUR NAME
MEMBf.R

With the war In Europe, the AJI..Up Empire
Air Mail Scheme was cancelled in Sept., 1939.
This brought to an end a short-Jived era in
Canadian airmail postal history, In effect from
Feb. 23, 1938 to Sept. 1939.

BNAPS Membership Pins
Personalized or Emblem Only Types

llri1SII aTH All&\ M..ATW: SOCETY

. $6.00CON/$5.00US, po~tage paid
Send cheque or money order, payable to BNAPS, to:
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Mike Street
P.O. Box 7230
Ancaster, ON
Canada L9G 3N6

BNAPEX 1993 TORONTO
FRIDAY- SATURDAY - SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 3 - 5, 1993

The Royal York Hotel
100 Front St w..
Toronto, Ontario M5J 1E3
~. ~- 3td, 1&. Cloled to public. memblrl only.
811. • Sun., Seplamblr 4 . 5, 1813- Aegi811161n 011 $10.00 per dlly

SBIHMS. BOURSE. EXHIBITS
eon..:t ·AIM L. s..II•W
315 Ouch St.. Suiee 305
Tonno, Ont. c..da M531T3

(418) 382-8257

~

THE POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF CANADA
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
The Postal History Society of Canada publishes an award-winning quarterly
journal, sponsors seminars on Canadian postal history, and awards prizes for
the best postal history exhibit at philatelic shows across Canada
The 200-page special CAPEX '87 Fifteenth Anniversary issue of the Joumal
is still available at $15.00Cdn, postpaid anywhere in the world.
For further information or a membership application form, please write to the
Secretary:

R.F. Narbonne
216 Mailey Drive
Carleton Place, Ontario
Canada K7C 3X9
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FIRST DAY COVERS OF THE CLASSIC
I SSUES OF CANADA
Part 3 • First Day Covers of the Imperial Penny Postage Issue of 1898
Melvin L. Baron and Stan Lum
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Fig. 1 First Day Cover From Hamilton, Canada. The one cent Queen Victoria stamp is
afflXed to produce the required three cent rate to the United States.
In July 1898, an Imperial Conference on
postage rates was convened In London. While
the aim of the conference was to adapt a uniform postage rate for mall within the British
Empire, this rather grandJose ambition was not
realized. Rather, a scheme was adopted for a
uniform two cents postage rate for mail between Great Britain, Canada and a number of
participating British Dominions and colonies.
The foremost Canadian proponent of Imperial
Penny Postage (two cents) was the Honorable
William Mulock, the Postmaster General of
Canada.
As a prime mover In the active adoption of
Imperial Penny Postage, Mr. Mulockwas instrumental in Issuing a special postage stamp with
the new two cent rate and at the same time,
emphasizing the vast size of the British Empire.
A decision was made to utilize a map as the
stamp design [1].
It is Interesting to note that while the Imperial
Penny Postage rate of two cents for each onehalf ounce of first class mail between Canada,

Great Britain and a number of participating
British Dominions and colonies was to go Into
effect on December 25, 1898, the cost of sen·
ding such a letter to the United States, or for
that matter to other cities interior to Canada,
remained at three cents. A further decision to
reduce the rate on such postage to the same
two cents was made, this rate change taking
effect on January 1, 1899.
The Imperial Penny Postage stamp design
shows a map of the world (Mercator's Projection) with the parts of the British Empire In red.
The basic outlines are In black and the oceans
are either lavender (Scott 85) or blue (Scott 86).
The printing XMAS 1898 appears below the
map and across the bottom of the stamp Is the
text We Hold a Vaster Empire Than Has Been,
a line from the poem A Song of Empire. This
poem was published In June 1897 as the Jubilee Ode by Sir Lewis Morris.
Howes [2] notes that a dispatch to the Toronto Telegram dated December 2, 1898 Indicates that the printing of the stamp began on
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Fig. 2 Commercial First Day Cover from Montreal, canada with two strips of three stamps
tied to cover. This Is the only known First Day Cover with multiple stamps affixed.
December 1, 1898: The Governor-General and
Hon. William Mulock, Postmaster-General,
presided yesterday at the printing of the first
copies of the new Imperial penny postage
stamp. On December 5, 1898, a newspaper
clipping reported In Meekel's Weekly Stamp
News (Meekel's XII: 213) Indicated a statement
by the Postmaster General that although /twas
the original Intention of the department that the

new stamp should not come into use until the
25th lnst., the demand from the public for it has
become so pressing that the department has
decided to Issue It at once, and permit Its immediate use to the extent of Its face valcHJ for all
postage purposes... The stamp could therefore
be put In use as supplies were received at each
post office.
In Weekly Philatelic Era, (Era, XIII: 105), the
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Fig. 3 First Day Cover from Ottawa, Ontario. The two half Cent Queen Victoria Stamp are
affixed to produce the required three cent rate to other canadian cities.
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Fig. 4 Rrst Day Cover From Toronto, Ontario on Standard Fuel Co. limited comer
':nvelope. Note the two cents local postage rate.

Canadian correspondent under the date of
December 7, 1898 notes: The new Imperial
stamps rete"ed to In past numbers of the Era
were Issued this momlng, and although the new
Imperial rate does not come into effect until
Xmas-day, and they bear that inscription, they
are receivable for ordinary postage now. The
writer further states that the color of the seas
was lavender, thus indicating that the Initial
printings of the stamps released on December
7, 1898 were Scott 85, the lavender oceans
issue.
The earliest date for stamps on cover, I.e.,
First Day Covers Is December 7, 1898, the date
which Is considered to be the First Day of Issue
for the map stamp.
Imperial Penny Postage First Day Covers
dated December 7, 1898 are quite rare. They
have been reported from the six cities listed in
Table I.
Table 1- First Day Cities
First Day- December 7, 1898
(Lavender Water - Scott No. 85)
1. Bridgewater, Ontario
2. Hamilton, Ontario
3. Kingston, Ontario

4. Montreal, Canada
5. Ottawa, Ontario
6. Toronto, Qntarlo

First Day Covers for this issue generally
have a single Imperial Penny Postage stamp
affixed, together with extra postage when
required. Only one First Day Cover is known
with multiple copies of the stamp affixed - this is

shown in Fig. (2) of this Section. Blocks of four
or plate blocks on First Day Cover have not
been recorded.
The authors are familiar with the First Day
Covers from Hamilton, Montreal, Ottawa and
Toronto, all of which are illustrated and discussed later in the article. The first oay usages
from Bridgewater and Kingston are reported by
A.B. WinmUI [2] in his excellent study of this
stamp issue.
Figure (1) shows a First Day Cover canceled
on December 7, 1898 at Hamilton, Canada with
a Flag type machine postmark. It has the two
cents Imperial Penny Postage stamp and a one
cent Queen Victoria Maple Leaf issue stamp
and is on a Canadian Pacific Railway Company
envelope. The three cents postage Is the correct amount for first class mail from Canada to
the United States, in this case Massachusetts.
Figure (2) shows a First Day Cover canceled
on December 7, 1898 at Montreal Canada. It
bears two strips of three of the Imperial Penny
Postage stamps, tied to the cover by six hand
cancellations. This Is a commercial cover from
Chase and Sandborn, Montreal to Chase and
Sandborn, Boston. It is the only known First
Day Cover for this issue with multiple stamps
affixed.
Figure (3) shows a First Day Cover canceled
on December 7, 1898 at Ottawa, Ontario with
hand cancellations. It bears the Imperial Penny
Postage stamp and two one-half cent stamps of
the Queen Victoria Numeral issue. The total of
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Fig. 5 Early U8age of Sc. 86, the "blue water• stamp, at Toronto, Dec. 17, 1898.

three cents postage Is correct for first class mall
between Canadian cities.
Figure (4) shows a First Day Cover canceled
on December 7, 1898 at Toronto, Canada with
a flag type machine postmark. The stamp Is
affoced to a Standard Fuel Co., limited comer
envelope showing a picture of a railroad car
filled with coal. The single Imperial Penny
Postage stamp pays the local rate for first class
mail to points In the same city, In this case
Toronto.

Sc. 88 -The Blue Water Imperial Penny
Postage Stamp
The Issue of Sc. 86, the Imperial Penny
Postage Issue with the seas and oceans colored blue, occurred later In December, 1898.
Howes [1] quotes a correspondent of the Weekly PhllateDc Era (Era XIII: 121) who wrote under
the date Gf December 20, 1898: A govemrTifHlt
officJsJ of Canada states that the 2 c lmp6rial
postage stamp Is to b8 changed in color from a
laVMdttr to a blue... Under the date of December 29, 1898, another correspondent for the
same paper (Era XIII: 129) writes: The first
issue of these geographical stamps, on the 7th
Instant, had the sea coloured a light lavender.
About the 20th, I cannot fix the exact dsy, a
second supply had the sea coloured a light
blue, as nesrly ss I can judge Prussisn blue...
Thus It appears that Sc. 86, was issued In the
vicinity of December 20, 1898.
A recent Important find by Robert Lunn of

Toronto, Ontario confirms this late date of issue
for Sc. 86 [3]. It consists of a Department of the
Interior memorandum, dated December 20,
1898 which states: You will notlctl the differeriC8
In color of the Sea in the new edition of stamp
placed on sale in Ottawa today. It is a great
Improvement I think...
It Is quite likely that this Is the government
official's statement referred to by the Weekly
Philatelic Era (Era XIII: 121). Thus, this memorandum Indicates the first day of Issue of Sc.
86, the blue water Imperial Penny Postage
stamp, In Ottawa, Canada to be December 20,
1898.
It appears however, that these stamps were
available In Toronto, Ontario several days
before the December 20, 1898 date.
The authors can Illustrate two commercial
covers with Sc. 86 affixed, cancelled on December 17, 1898 and December 19, 1898
respectively. The first, Fig. (5) shows Sc. 86,
tied by a flag type December 17, 1898 machine
cancellation to a Rice Lewis and Son, limited,
comer envelope. The second, Fig. (6) shows
Sc. 86, tied by a squared circle December 19,
1898 hand cancellation to a Reeve and Child,
Wallpapers etc. corner envelope.
To summarize, the Department of the Interlor memorandum discovered by Robert Lunn
Indicates the first day of Issue of Sc. 86, the
blue water Imperial Penny Postage stamp at
Ottawa, Ontario to be December 20, 1898. This
of course explains why only the lavender water
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Fig. 6 Early Usage of Sc. 86, the "blue water• stamp at Toronto, Dec. 19, 1898.
stamp, Sc. 85 Is found on First Day Covers
dated December 7, 1898. Apparently, the Sc.
86 blue water stamps were used In Toronto
several days before the December 20, 1898
date as Illustrated by the covers shown in Figs.
(5) and (6) of this paper.

First Day of Rate Covers

(3) December 31, 1898 - Final day for the
three-cent rate for single weight first class
letters from Canada to the United States,
and internally between Canadian cities.
(4) January 1, 1899 - First Day for the new
two-cent rate for single weight first class
letters from Canada to the United States,
and internally between Canadian cities.

In addition to First Day Covers, collectors of
References
the postal history associated with the Imperial
Penny Postage Issue are often also interested
(1] Winmill, R.B., The Evolution of Imperial
In First and Last Day of Rate covers associated
Penny Postage and the Postal History of
with this stamp. The following four dates are
the Canadian 1898 Map Stamp, 1982,
significant In this respect:
published and distributed by Jim A Hennok
Ltd, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
(1) December 24, 1898 - Final Day for the
[2) Howes, Clifton A., Canadian Postage
application of the Universal Postal Union
Stamps and Stationary, Quarterman Publirate for mail dispatched from Canada to
cations, Inc., Lawrence, Massachusetts,
Great Britain and other colonies. Such
covers are very rare. In fact they are prob1974. (Reproduction of the original edition
ably scarcer than the December 7, 1898
published in 1911 - Copyright 1911 by the
New England Stamp Company), Copyright
First Day Covers.
in 1974 by Quarterman Publications, Inc.
(2) December 25, 1898 - First Day for the
application of the new two-cent Imperial [3) Lunn, R., The Canada 1898 Map Stamp,
Penny Postage rate from Canada to Great
FIRST DAYS, Vol. 37/No 2, Whole Number
237 March One, 1992. Journal of the A Britain and those colonies which concurred
merican First Day Cover Society.
In the Imperial Penny Postage scheme.
Such First Day of Rate covers are someAddendum: First Day Covers of the Classic
what scarce, particularly when sent from •
Issues of Canada
Canada to one of the participating colonies
Part 1 - First Day Covers of the Queen Victoria
other than Great Britain. They should not
Diamond Jubilee Commemorative Issue of 1897
be confused with the rare First Day of
The following reference was Inadvertently
Issue covers with the December 7, 1898,
omitted from the original article which appeared
cancellation.
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in the May.June 1992 BNA TOPICS. The reference is for the EP Stanton Post Office Department letter which established June 19, 1897 as
the First Day of Issue for these stamps.

[1) McGuire, C.R. - There are first day covers
and ... There Are First Day Covers, BNA
TOPICS, Vol. 44, No. 4, July-August 1987,
Whole Number 420, Pg, 40.
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SASKATOON STAMP CENTRE
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WILDLIFE & ARCHITECTURE DEFINITIVES
1988 TO 1991
John G. Schmidt
Where possible, I've used the Scott number-

Gibbons' lnstanta perforation gauge, with horizontal perfs being listed first then v ertical.
#2 - Papers listed are (S) = Slater, (P) = Peterborough, (C) Coated paper and (H) Harrison.
#3 - Printers are A PL Aston -Potter Limited
and BABN = British American Bank Note Com pany.
#4 - Plate Block Inscriptions are (P1) = Plate
#1, (lnsp) = Inscription only, no plate number
and (Bik) Blank corner block, from Post Office
stock.
#5 -Values from 10¢ to 80¢ are tagged on four
sides.

ing System as set forth in UN/TRADE Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps, 1992 edition. Where a stamp has not been listed, I have
used NIL and have guessed at the possible
number to be assigned. Further, I have relied
on information from George S. Wegg Umited
circular GM-154, November 1991. I have also
used Canada Post's Collections of Canada, the
Spring 1992 Edition. Most of the stamps in the
following listing are in my collection so I know in
fact they do exist.
Some notes on the listing:
#1 -Perforations w ere measured using Stanley

=

=

=

=

Checklist
Perforations

(12x12.4)

(13x13l

(13x13.5l

1¢ Ayfng
Squirrel

2¢
Porcupine

3¢ Muskrat

I

5¢ Varying
Hare

{13.3x13.3}

(14.3x13.8)

APL (S)
1155 (lnsp)
APL (C)
NIL* (lnsp)

*COIJid be
11551

APL (S)
11 56 Qnsp)
APL (C)
NIL* (lnsp)

* could be
1156i

APL (S)
1157 (lnsp)

I

I

I

APL (S)
1158 !In:!£!!

6¢ Red Fox

APL (S}
11 59 (lnsP)

10¢ Skunk

APL (S)
1160 (lnsp)
APL (C)
NIL (lnsp)

25¢ Beaver

APL (S}
1161 (lnsp)
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I

I

I
(see note 1)

43¢ Lynx

APL (H)
1110 IInse\

44¢Warus

APL(H)
1171 ~nsp)
APL (S)
11711 Qnsp)
(see note 2i

45¢
Pronahom

APL (S)
11121 calk>

APL (S)
1172 (lnsp)

46¢
Wolverine

APL(P)
1172Al. ClnsDI

APL(P)
1172A IBI<l

59¢ Musk-ox

APL (S)
1174ii Qnsp)

APL(H)
1174 Qnsp)
APL(S)
11741 (lnsp)
(see note 3\

61~ Timber
Wolf

APL (?)
11751(?)
(see note 4\

APL (S)
1175 Qnsp)

63¢ Harbour

APL(P)
11761 ctnsp)

APL(P)
1176 .cBtk)

APL (S)
1178i (Bik)
(see note 5)

APL (H)
1178 ~nsp)
APL (S)
11781 Clnsol

76¢ BekJga

APL (S)
11791. cBkl

APL (S)
1179 Onsp)

~Pelri

APL (P)
11801 (lnsp)

APL (P)
1180 (Bik)
(see note6l

57~J<lller

Whale

APL(R)
1173 ~nsp)
APL(H)
1173i cinsol

Poroolse
7~

Wapiti

76¢ Grizzly

Bear

Caribou

APL(H)
11n·o~sol

Notes:
#1 - In UNITRADE's catalogue the 10¢ Skunk
[1 1601 (13 x 12.5)] Is listed as a perf. change,
whereas, In GeorgeS. Wegg's GM-154, they
list it as Coated paper with no perf change.

George Wegg does list the Coated paper stamp
as 11601.
N2 -In UNITRADE's catalogue the 44¢ Walrus
is listed as (1171 11 (13.5 x 13)] (SP), but George
Wegg lists this as (1 3-3/4 x 13). ~ present, this
perf changt~ is not in my collection.
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#3 - The stamp listed as 11741 [59¢ Musk-Ox
printed on Slater paper with a perforation of
(14-~ x 14)] is not in my collection at the present time. I have, however, listed It In my checklist for continuity.
#4 - 1175i - with a perf change of (13 x 13) is

Perforations

(12x12.4)

not in my collection.
#5 - 1178ii with a perf change of (13 x 13) is
not In my collection.
#6 - 1180 - UNITRADE lists this as a Pl. Blk.,
whereas, in my collection it is a Blank Corner
block.

(13x13.5)

(13x13)

l13.3x13.3l

$1 Runny-

BABN (H)

made Ubrarv

1181 IP1)

$2McAdam

BABN (H)

Rail Station

1182 IP1l

$5Bonsec-

BABN (P)

ours Market

1183 (P1)

l14.3x13.8)

Booklets

Walrus (5 x 44¢ + LabeO
BK 104a APL (12.5 x 13)

Back Cover Stamps by Mall
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Walrus (5 x 44¢ + LabeO
BK 104b APL (12.5 x 13)

Back Cover Lunch Saver
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Walrus (5 x 44¢ + LabeO
BK 104c APL (12.5 x 13)

Back Cover Priority Post
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Pronghorn (5 x 45¢ + LabeO
BK 116 APL (12.5 x 13)

sack Cover Priority Courier
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Wolverine (5 x 46¢ + LabeO
BK 128 APL (12.5 x 13)

(see note 1)
(C) 4 Side Tagging

Grizzly Bear (5 x 46¢ + Label)
BK 105aAPL (12.5x 13)

Back Cover Stamps by Mail
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Grizzly Bear (5 x 76¢ + Label)
BK 105b APL (12.5 X 13)

Back Cover Lunch Saver
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Grizzly Bear (5 x 76¢ + Label)
BK 105c APL (12.5 x 13)

Back Cover Priority Post
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Beluga (5 x 78¢ + LabeO
BK 117 APL (12.5 X 13)

Back Cover Priority Courier
(S) 4 Side Tagging

Peary Caribou (5 x 80¢ +LabeO
BK 129 APL (12.5 x 13)

(see note 1)
(C) 4 Side Tagging

Notes:
#1 - In my collection I only have the booklet panes, therefore, I can not tell what is on the back
cover. [1 think It may be "Priority Courier".]
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EARLY EXHIBITION COVERS OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA

by Kenneth Ellison

THE SHAWNIGAN LAKE HOTEL, SHAWNIGAN LAKE

SHAWNIGAN lAKE HOTEl
IIIR 8 , A, MOIMIG

"This hotel was built In 1902 after the original hotel, the Morton House, later called Koenig's
Hotel, was bumt. The Shawnigan Lake Hotel was operated by the Koenigs and included therein
a store and a post office. In 1912, James Finlay bought the hotel, and four years later It was
destroyed by fire, and not rebuilt.

BOW CITY philatelics ltd.
Special ist s in Pre-1900 BNA ~~~
Write for a fREE mail auction catalogue
BUYERS of QUALITY
STAMPS, COVERS
COLLECTIONS, &
POSTCARDS

$

iLXS
:s::&ZJ

INTERNATIONAL
MAIL AUCTIONS,

(Over 4000 lots per),
BNA, GB & CMNWTH,
USA, WORLDWIDE

Retail: Herald Annex Building , ~ - 1st Str. S.W.
MAIUNG: P.O. BOX 6444, CENTRAL P.O., CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA T2P 2E1
Phone: (403) 237 - 5828 Fax: (403) 263 - 1179
RPSC • APS • CSOA • PHSC • CPSGB • BN.t.PS
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INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY LTD.

ELECTED OFFICERS
EXECUTIVE
PRESIDENT
PAST PRESIDENT
1ST VICE PRESIDENT
2ND VICE PRESIDENT
TREASURER
SECRETARY

William G. Robinson, 5830 Cartier St., Vancouver, BC V6M 3A7
Lewis M. Ludlow, 5001-102 Lane N.E., Kirkland, WA98033
Charles Firby, 6695 Highland Road, Pontiac, Ml48054
Dr. Robert V.C. Carr,117 Robin Hood Way,Youngstown, OH 44511
Arthur Klass, P.O. Box 1703, Parkersburg, WV 26102
Chris McGregor, 6312, Carnarvon St., Vancouver, BC V6N 1K3
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ten Sitting Members: Five elected in the even numbered years for four year terms
Serving until Dec. 31, 1994
Ken Ellison
Garvin Lohman
Allan L. Steinhart
Jack Wallace
Don Wilson

Serving until Dec. 31, 1992
George Arfken
Earle Covert (Chairman)
William Pawluk
George Wegg
Edward J. Whiting

COMMITTEES AND APPOINTED OFFICERS
ADMISSIONS: Chairman: Nick Sheklian, P.O.Box 772, Visalia, CA 93279
BNA TOPICS: see Page 2
BOOK DEPARTMENT: Manager: Donald B. Kaye, Box 4201 Stn. D, Hamilton, ON LSV 4L6
CIRCUIT: Elsie M. Drury, 127 Allenby Ave., Rexdale, ON M9W 1T1
CONVENTIONS: Jeff Switt, 3962 Belford Ave., Fort Worth, TX 76103
ETHICS COMMITTEE: J. Don Wilson, 11 Elm Place, St. John's, NF A1B 2S4
HANDBOOK COMMITTEE: Chairman: Allan L. Steinhart, 45 Dunfield Ave., Apt. 1910,
Toronto, ON M4S 2H3
HISTORIAN: Edward J. Whiting, 25 Kings Circle, Malvern, PA 19355
LIBRARY: Clinton A. Phillips, 1704 Glade St., College Station, TX 77840

MEMBERSHIP FEES
Annual membership fees are $20CDN or $18US. Membership applications submitted during the 2nd
or 3rd quarter of the year should be accompanied by 75% or 50% respectively of the annual fee.
Applications submitted during the 4th quarter of the year should be accompanied by 25% of the
annual fee plus the full fee for the coming year. A onetime application fee of $3CDN is payable
regardless of the date of the application. Send application form and cheque or money order to the
Secretary, Chris McGregor, 6312 Carnarvon St., Van?>uver, BC V6N 1K3

PROMOTE THE SOCIETY
WEAR YOUR BNAPS PIN
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From the Secretary

CHRIS McGREGOR
6312 Carnarvon St.
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6N 1 K3

Please note that the signature of both a proposer and a seconder
on an application for membership will hasten its approval
. REPORT DATE: 15 August 1992
APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

Objections MUST be filed with the Secretary IMMEDIATELY upon publication
R5062 CACHIA, Edward M ., RR #5, Georgetown, ON, Canada L7G 4S8
C Canada & Maha M & U, varieties and cancellations
Proposed by: B. Thome, #4722; Seconded by: A. Bradbury, #3831
R5063 COHEN, Ben-Zvi S., 1001 • 77 Edmonton Street, Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3L4H8
C Canada cancels, Edwards, small queens
Proposed by: D. Fraser, #2145
R5064 HEWITT, Maurice C., 4 Anglesey Blvd. -Apt 205, Islington, ON, Canada M9A 383
C Canadian FF, concord, rockets
Proposed by: Secretary
R5065 McLELLAN, Edith, 10331 Gilmore Crescent, Richmond, BC, Canada V6X 1X1
C Canada, Newfoundland, Provinces
Proposed by: C. McGregor, #4454; Seconded by: W. ~inson, 12982
R5066 PARISIEN, Robert, Box 596, Gold River, BC, Canada VOP 1GO
C Canada, King George V
Proposed by: Secretary
R5067 RONDEAU, Andre, 225 des Glaieuls, Aylmer, PO, Canada J9J 2G7
C Canada QV, constant plate varieties, centennial issue
Proposed by: M. Rondeau, #5032
R5068 SAIKALEY, George M., 1881 Main Street, Lefaivre, ON, Canada KOB 1JO
C World used, Canada postmarks
Proposed by: A. Shaman, 4305; Seconded by: J. Mcintosh, #4070
R5069 YAFCHAK, Jr., Joseph J., 405 Hillis Street, Young'MlOd, PA, USA 15697
C Mint Canada, booklets, 1987 mammal definitives
Proposed by: J. Am, #4605
R5070 YEONG, Tony S.W., Orchard Post Office Box 265, Singapore,, Singapore 9123
C Postal history
Proposed by: J. Johnson, #2990; Seconded by: A. Lemire, #2975
NEW MEMBERS
R5056 BANNER, Mrs. Margaret M.
R5057 EDWARDS, Mrs. Judith M.
A5058 ISAACS, Mark A. •

R5059
R5060
R5061

McNAUGHT, Herbert L.
NELSON, Andrew G.
NIXON, Dennis W.

REINSTATED
R2923 BANFIELD, Colin Geoffrey, 32 Coolgardie Ave, Chigwell, Essex, U.K. 1G7 SAY
R3676 WOLF, Philip, 9832 • 19 Street SW, Calgary, AB, Canada T2V 4C3
R3948 LEARY, Jr.• James F., Box 49, Norfolk, MA, USA 02056
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A4579 STOWELL, Miss Leslie D., P.O. Box 35252, Station 'E', Vancouver, BC, Canada
V6M 4G4
R4582 GILLAM, Uonel F., 66 East Bawtry Road, Aotherham, S. Yorf(shire, U.K. S60 4BU
A4967 PEACEY, Madeliene Eva, 142 Davey Street, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia 7000
DECEASED

A2819 MACKIE, G. Ronald
CHANGE~CORRECnONS

Notice of change MUST BE SENT TO THE SECRETARY - Any other office
causes delay
A1445
A2276
A2416
R2495
R2578
A2840
l2848
A2965
A2975
A3044
A3098
A3235
A3293
A3671
R3740
R4095
A4184
A4241
R4493
R4495
A4689
R4766
R4789
R4991
R5043

ROSENBLAT, Daniel G., 1512 Templemore Drive, Cantonment, FL, USA 32533
GUILBERT, Capt G., 25 Brissette, St Mathieu de Beloel, PQ, Canada J3G 455
SHEARITT, Nollll<rl A., 18045 57 A Avenue, Surrey, BC, Canada V3S 1J6
STILLION$, Clarence A., 2010 48th Street NW, Washington, DC, USA 20007-1552
PAWLUK, William S., P.O. Box 396, Station "M", Calgary, AB, Canada T2P 2J1
SCRIMGEOUR, K.G., 570 - 188 Douglas Street, Victoria, BC, Canada V8V 2P1
CHURLEY, Gerald Herbert, Box 30642,201-4567 Lougheed Highway, Burnaby, BC,
Canada V5C 6J5
ANDERSON, William F., 11 - 8747 369th Ave- R.A.3, Oliver, BC, Canada VOH 1TO
LEMIRE, Robert James, General Delivery, Deep River, ON, Canada KOJ 1PO
POPE, Preston A., 247 Rainier Avenue, So. San Francisco, CA, USA 94080
ALLEN, William C., P.O. Box 495, Escanaba, Ml, USA 49829-0495
HOLTZ, Andrew G., P.O. Box 1664, Greenwich, CT, USA 06836
HARDING, David, 125- 1900 Mayfair Drive, Victoria, BC, Canada V8P 1P9
ARNDT, F. Jeffrey Scott, P.O. Box 73642, Ft Bragg, NC, USA 28307-3642
COUTTS, Cecil C., 34820 Mcleod Avenue, Abbotsford, BC, Canada V3G 1G9
NEWSWANGER, Carl K., P.O. Box 5812. Salem, OR, USA 97304
PAUL, Derek, Physics Dept- University ofToronto, Toronto, ON, Canada MSS 1A7
DE LAVERGNE, John N., Cooks Mills Ad, RA#2, North Bay, ON, Canada P1B 8G3
MOISAN, Peter G., 2937 Woodruff Avenue, Lansing, Ml, USA 48912
EGGLESTON, Jerry F., P.O. Oox 829, Breckenridge, CO, USA 80424
BARRY, William A., 78 Coleman Crescent, Regina, SK, Canada S4N SJS
DAVIS, Steve B., 97- 4740 Dalton Drive NW, Calgary, AB, Canada T3A 2H4
LARIVIERE, Gerald A., Evefgreen Estates- 18626 Hwy 99 S. - Apt 16, Lynnwood,
WA, USA 98037
LAKUSTA, Albert C., 61M 95 Street, Grande Prairie; AB, Canada T8W 2C9
GALMICHE, Fran~s. 2500 Blvd. Universit9, G1 -211, Sherbrooke, PO, Canada
J1K 2A1
MAIL RETURNED - UNDELIVERABLE

Last given address shown - please notify Secretary of any changes known
E0609
E1114
A1723
L3898

FEE, Cleo H., Apt. 904, 500 Springbank Drive, London, ON, Canada N6J 4G6
HORNE, Brien, 222 Eagle Ridge Dr. S.W., Apt. #2, Calgary, AB, Canada T2V 2V7
MacCORMACK, Harold P., 35 Wellington Cotlrt, Truro, NS, Canada B2N 6M9
WRIGHT, E.H., c/o GeorgeS. Wegg Ltd., 53 Adelaide Street, Toronto, ON,
Canada MSC 1K6
A3917 DAY, William Eric, P.O. Box 40526, Upper Brant Postal Outlet, Burlington, ON,
Canada L7P 4W1
Continued on page 49
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Our auctions always contain large sections of Postal
History and Aerophilately: large lots to single rarities.
Our meticulously described and illustrated catalogs
have in themselves become collectors items.

To receive a sample catalog containing items of interest,
please write & identify the areas that you are interested in.
If selling, we would be pleased to hear from you.
You will be pleased that you did.

A

~-

~

6695 Highland Road • Waterford, MI 48327

AucnONS~:a Telephone (313) 666-3946 • Fax (313) 887-3091
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Study Group. Centerline
Peter McCarthy
STUDY GROUP COORDINATOR: Jonathan C. Johnson, 717 25th Ave. NW, Calgary, AB T2M 284
STUDY GROUP REPORTER: Peter McCar1hy, 182 Cleevemont, Box 688, Rictunond, Quebec JOB 2HO
B.C. POSTAL H STORY: Bil Toppng, 7430 kf;}Js Drive, V~. B:; V6B 5K2
BLACKOUT CANCElS: RJn Leith, Box 1007, &.mas, WAOOZJ5..1007, a Box 43J, Ablxtstlrd, BC V2S5Z5
BNA PERANS: Michael Dicketts, 61 AJwington Ave., Kingston, ON Kll 4R4
CENTENNIAL DEANrTIVES: Leonard Kruczynski, 19 Petersfield Place, IMnnipeg, MB R3T 3V5
DUPLEX CANCELLATIONS OF BNA: RobertA Lee, #203-1139 Sutherland Ave. Kelowna, BC V1 Y5Y2
FANCY CANCELS: Dave Lacelle, 369 Fullerton Ave., Ottawa, ON K1 K 1K1
.
FLAG CANCELS: John G. Robertson, 10 Pergola Rd., Rexdale, ON M9W 5K5
CANADIAN KLUSSENOORF STUDY GROUP: Allan Steinhart, 35 Church St. SUite 305, Toronto, ON
Canada M5E 1T3
MIUTARY MAIL: Ken Ellison, R.R. #1 , Oyama, BC VOH 1WO
NEWFOUNDLAND: C.A. Stillions, 2010-48111 St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007-1552.
PHILATELIC UTERATURE: Paul Burega. P.O. Box 15765, Stn. F, Ottawa, ON K2C 3S7
PHILATELIOGRAPHY CANADA: Paul Burega, Box 15765 Merivale Depot, Nepean, ON ·K2C 3S7
POSTAL STATIONERY: Robert Lemire, P.O. Box 549, Pinawa, MB ROE 1LO
RE-ENTRIES: Ralph E. Trimble, P.O. Box 26556, MarkvWie P.O., Marl<ham, ON L3R OM4
REVENUES: Wilmer C. Rockett, 2030 Overlook Ave., IMIIowgrove, PA 19090
R.P.O.'s: W.G. Robinson, 5830 Cartier St., Vancouver, BC V6M 3A7
SEMI-OFACIAL AIRMAILS: Bob Marcello, P.O. Box 961, Boston, MA 02103
SLOGAN CANCELS: Jeff Switt, 3962 Be~ord. Fort Worth, TX 76103
SMALL QUEENS: Bill Burden, P.O. Box 152, Truro, NS B2N 5C1
SQUARED CIRCLES: Gary D. Arnold, 10533 Countryside Dr., Grand Ledge, Ml 48837
TRANSATLANTIC MAIL: Dr. J. Arnell, Box HM 1263, Hamilton, Bermuda
NEW GROUPS FORMING
DEAD LETTER POSTMARKS: Gary Steele, Comp 5 Golden Birches, RR #1 Lower Sackville, NS
Canada B4C 256
ELIZABElltAN: John D. Am, N. 1nos Saddle Hill Rd., Colbert, WA U.S.A. 99005
ON THE FRINGES
Here we are in mid-July and it still feels like
early May. It has certainly been a oool wet
summer to date in this part of the country.
We start things off with Ralph Trimble's ReEntry Study Group newsletter. Ralph has had
a chance to photograph a major re-entry on the
six cents Large Queen which he illustrates and
writes up. This thanks to Horace Harrison.
Ralph then contributes to the identification of a
major re -entry on a two cents Small Queen in
conjunction with the newly revised Third Edition
of Constant Plate Varieties of the Canada Small
Queens by Reiche and Sendbuehler. I think .
there will be some constructive correspondence
or discussion between Hans, Mike and Ralph
over Ralph's disagreement on a particular
major re-entry on a six cents Small Queen.
That's what makes things in this hobby interesting though, isn't it? Ralph has become so

enthral ad over a major re-entry on a Bill Burden
3 cents Small Queen that he showed ten years
ago that he just had to show you the same one
again. This time however, the photos are clearer. Don't things like that make you want to dash
to your collection just in case you might just
possibly turn up such a specimen. Minor reentries on the one cent Nova Scotia are next
illustrated. These are apparently not mentioned
in Argenti's book. Ralph shows a major re-entry
on the three cents Long Coronation issue that
is a continuation from the previous newsletter.
Ralph next reports on a minor re-entry on the 3
cents Jacques Cartier and one on the 5 cents
blue Parliament Buildings Scott #202. Both are
from the Hans Reiche collection. Ralph won't
be able to attend BNAPEX '92 which is quite
understandable and at the same time he is
looking for someone who might volunteer to
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chair a re-entry study group meeting at
BNAPEX '93 in Toronto. Ralph wants you to
take particular note that all the articles in this
issue carry his byline. He would like a little more
input from the goup so that not all is from his
own personal likings. If you are a little tired of
the same area, then do a little more than oomplain, send in some material. Anyway, it's
another good one Ralph. And Justin, you are
most welcome.
From Jack Arnell of the Transatlantic Mail
Study Group comes a lovely cover sent in by
Allan Steinhart with a Private Ship Handstamp.
Jack did a little article on it and asks the membership to look through their material and send
in photocopies of anything in that area that is
available. It's amazing how things sometimes
come about. Jack has long hunted for something to explain the exchange rates between
sterling and B.N.A. sterling. A shelved book
purchased a year ago seems to have solved a
problem for Malcolm Montgomery and so it
seems that some of Jack's explanation here will
also assist some of you. Jack came across a
rare ship letter mark which he writes up and
illustrates. The marking is STRANRAERISHIPLRE. The letter is sent on the ANN and arrived
at the aforementioned destination while actually
addressed to Greenock. In the article More On
Via Queenstown, it is actually an extension of a
previous article on a cover from Jim Lehr which
Jack wrote up bringing a correction from J.J.
MacDonald. Since, Jack has received photocopies of two more such routings. That is good
input. Jack offers an opinion on a cover sent in
by Paul Burega seeking some information. Jack
would appreciate further opinions from the
membership. Malcolm Montgomery sent in an
illustration of a cover paying the seven cent
book rate and would like an example of the
British threepence rate cover to B.N.A. Jack
apologizes for having printed a couple of pages
of last issue's newsletter upside down. There's
a planned study group meeting in St. Charles
this year and Jack hopes for a good turn-out. At
the loss of a relative or loved one, we don't
hesitate to offer sympathies to the family. Seldom do we think of expressing the same gesture to someone who has lost a friend. The first
portion of this newsletter is taken up with an
obituary of Susan M. McDonald, a close friend
of Jack Arnell who passed away on March 17.
It's very obvious that this death has caused a
void in Jack's life and for that, I'm sure you all
join with me in offering Jack our sincere sym-

pathies.
The Canadian Milit.ry Mail Study Group
sends out ifs first newsletter under new editor
Hank Burgers. While he asks for a little patience from the membership, I'm sure it won't
take Hank long to get his feet well soaked.
While he speaks of support in eventually acknowledging all correspondence, I hope the
membership will be as supportive in supplying
material. By the looks of this newsletter, Hank
shouldn't have much problem. Jon Johnson
supplies an article entitled Mor9 on Canadian
Hospital Ships while J.C. Campbell writes on
Canadians in Cairo; #5 Canadian Stationary
Hospital. The enclosed cover bears a postmark
one month after the arrival of #5 Stationary
Hospital arrived in Cairo in 1915. Herb Williams
sent in a German Felpost letter form that he is
looking for some information on. How about that
well travelled cover illustrated on page 35.
There's something there for everyone. I hope it
finally reached the intended recipient because
there was little room left for either a new address or another postmark. It also has a Halifax
& Camp. A. P.O. Henk. Ken Ellison is no longer
the editor but that haSn't curbed his participation
as is seen by the article Th9 S9a By Your Door.
It's the title of a book with an excerpt that may
inspire the membership to look for covers
pertaining to the RCNAS or Canadians in the
RNAS in WW I. Recent CFPO covers are
illustrated with the appropriate explanations.
There's always something new showing up in
this particular study group. Never a dull moment. Walter Plomish offers information requested on a P.O.W. cover to Chile that appeared in the January CMMSG. More of these
mis-sorted are sought. If you happen to have
any, let Henk or Walter know. Two articles are
printed here that have a connection with the
Chile Mis-sent P.O.W. mail. Unfortunately, in
the transfer from Ken to Hank a few things got
mixed up. If you recognize the articles and want
to receive proper credit, you will have to write to
Hank letting him know who you are. The last
page is taken up with small ads and an update
by J.C. Campbell of the Postage Paid Ottawa.
You got through the first issue Hank. Your feet
are now wet.
Dave Lacelle sends in two newsletters from
the Fancy Cancel Study Group. The first is
dated December 1991. In it he chats about the
Ottawa government strikes and some new
membership. There's a few people I am glad to
see are expanding within the society. At the
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time there was an amateur philatelist by the
name of Allan Steinhart contemplating membership. Dave will be at BNAPEX in '92 to tentatively discuss Canada's Letter and Initial
Cancels. The book may be ready at that time.
Revisions to previous newsletters are published
before a few letters from the membership. Norm
Brassier commented on the Victoria Crown
(D&S 230). There's been discussion with Doug
Murray on the P.E.I. cancels. Copies of the
illustrated marking are being sought. The VM
cancel on a Small Queen sent in by Frank
Waite requires identification. Can anyone help?
Brian Noble's inquiry about the Vernon V was
listed as an A. It has since been revised as a V
and all listings have been revised accordingly.
John Fretwell and Dave share an interest in
fancy cancels on registered stamps F1 to F3.
Could you please send Dave a photocopied list
of what you have. Joe Smith sent in a few items
including a D&S 1554 which is sometimes described as a Napanee Doughnut. Finally, a few
comments were offered by Dave on his Masonic Corks. The rest of the newsletter is taken
up with sample pages from Dave's new book.
There is a page of Non-verified letter cancels
that Dave would like some information on. I like
the Calvin and Hobbes cartoon. In the second
newsletter, Number 9 dated May 1992, Dave
reports on membership, the cost of reproducing
the first eight issues and his new book. He is
now watching his Ps & Qs. The pun Dave, oh,
the pun! There has been a fair amount of
correspondence in as a result of the query on
the fancy cancels on the registration stamps F1
to F3. Thank yous are extended to the persons
concerned. Brian Noble wants to trade the
Vernon cancel for Newfoundland material.
Revisions to previous newsletters are listed.
Correspondence and queries has led to some
interesting material from Ross Walker and Barry
Dales. The Cancellation sent in by Frank Waite
looks familiar and seems to me to look like a
small bolt. Wayne Smith sent in a CH cancel
which is apparently unlisted. Can anyone supply a photocopy of the intaglio H illustrated.
Next Dave is looking for examples of multiple
fancy cancels on cover. Ray Horning has sent
in several pages of fancy and other cancels on
the Map Stamp. If you have a pet cancel on the
Map Stamp, send it along. It will be appreciated. There's a good article on Fancy
Cancels on Registered Stamps. This is Part I of
----. Sailing Ship cancels are featured and
comment from the membership is requested.

Dave then has an article on Scanner Details.
The last page is taken up with interesting footnotes and illustrations of fancy cancels. I think
I'll now go through what I have and try and
send something in to you Dave.
The R ag Pole editor, Tom Almond apologizes for being late. The newsletter is produced
on his PC because of not having access to a
photocopier. Doug Lingard reminds you that
membership fees are now due. Don't hedge
folks. It's not that much for all you get. Tom also ·
reports on the membership. John Robertson's
message includes a meeting at PHILEX and
welcomes members to a meeting at BNAPEX.
You won't read of the time and place here but,
John, Doug and the gang won't leave you out in
the cold. If Doug is there he'll be rounding up
anyone and everyone. John is looking forward
to meeting you all there. David Session.s has
contributed a major article on the Bickerdike
Flags - A Revision and Suggested Pricing
Structure. It's sure to bring comments either
through the Flag Pole or at BNAPEX. To finish
off the newsletter some lovely Bickerdike covers
are illustrated. How envious one gets.
Robert Lemire of Postal Stationery notes
has an excellent reason for the delay in sending
out Volume II No. 1. He is in the process of
moving some 1,900 km. Projects in Pinawa,
Manitoba and Chalk River, Ontario are keeping
him busy. Bob says not to expect another
newsletter for some time due in part to the
unavailability of his computer system over the
summer months. While he continues to encourage correspondence, he asks that philatelic
material not be sent until he has completely
moved. Reports of more priority post envelopes
have been sent in by Earle Covert, Owen White
and Dick Staecker. Jeffrey Switt does an interesting article on Postal Stationery with Meter
Impressions. It was derived from the tail-end of
an article by John Aitken. Notes About Show
Cachets Printed On Current Envelopes is a
report provided by Dick Staecker, Paul Burega
and Earle Covert about the Great Canadian
Philatelist Series. Niagara Falls backviews is an
article of pictures of Niagara Falls on the reverse side of pre-stamped Canada Post Cards.
These were forwarded by Emile Hoorens of
B'elgium. Robert advises the membership that
Non-Denominational COS special order items
have now been released by the philatelic service. In a continuation from PSN Vol. 10, pg.34
Bob reports on the Abstracts of Archives Files
Potentially Related to Postal Stationery. Dick
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Staecker reports on a Canadian Pacific Express · moved by the time you read this. His new
Advise Card with a SPECIMEN marking. If address is 2010-48th St. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20007-1552. C.A. is also looking for arothers have seen or are in possession of such
ticles or photocoples of items you would like to
material you can write to Bob or Dick Staecker.
Duff Malkin sends in photocopies of privately show off.
We have two newsletters from the Perfin
rouletted cards. The card was rouletted for
Poole Construction Company. The last two Study Group. Mark Fennel, the chairman
pages are taken up with the General Index for caught the attention of President Bill Robinson
Postal Stationery Notes, Volume 10. Prior to with his comments In the previous newsletter
that however Bob talks of BNAPEX '92. George with regards to exhibition critique. Bill, the good
Manley talks about a Precancelled Stationery president that he is, took the bull by the horns
Update. In conclusion, it is announced that and corrected policy. Auction number 4 did not
George Manley has retired from collecting and take place due to the sudden passing away of
has generously donated his reference collection
Mike Hargraft and the legalities of transfer. Now
to the National Archives of Canada with his that the LA perforator is no longer in use, the
study notes going to Earle Covert. This is a
group is trying to have it placed in the National
most generous consideration to philately.
Postal Museum. It's a difficult task. Mark has
taken offence to remarks by Vic Willson as to
Philiography Canada, the literature Study
Group newsletter edited by Paul Burega wel- the validity of perfin collecting and expresses
comes members to the first issue of volume 2 his opinion. A want ad section is being re-introwith an opening article by Ralph Michner about duced as Perlin Potpourri. There is no charge
Popular Stamps, volume I. Dale Speirs submits for a word limited ad. Volume 13 Number 4
an artie! e of the different Philatelic Periodicals In
whole number 77 of the perforator starts off with
Calgary. The article takes us right back to the Floyd apologizing for the lateness of what was
beginning of organized philately in Calgary in
intended to be an early newsletter. M. Dickens
late 1921. It takes us up to the present Calgary sends in a lovely 1915 cover from James MisSTAMPede whose editor is none other than
sion Brass with the J9 perfin. It also includes a
Dale Speirs. R.J. Duncan has begun the first letter. Jon Johnson sends in an article with the
part of a multi-part series on the Index to Hal- title, Identification of J6. Accompanying the
ifax Philatelist. It begins with BNA TOPICS Vol- article is a nice illustration of a cover bearing
ume IV number 1 and then it becomes the the J6 perfin. In the chairman's chatter Mark
Canadian Philatelist, BNA TOPICS Volume 11
compares Royal '92 which was held in Edmondated 1954. Paul is looking for further literature ton to BNAPEX '91, the pros and cons. Michael
Dickens has agreed to stay on to the end of the
articles. I'm sure with a membership of 34,
something will come along to assist Paul in this year while the search goes on for a secretaryfledgling study group.
treasurer. Hopefully it will be a short search.
The Newfie Newsletter edited by C.A. Stil- Michael will host a perfin Seminar at BNAPEX
lions begins with a continuation of the Bogus
'92. You will all be happy to learn that Auction 4
Paris labels. David Sessions, editor of Maple is on. All lots and bids are now in Michael
leaves has chipped in with an illustration of a
Dicketts' hands. Mark thanks you all for being
six Newfound labels with commentary. Will
patient. Conrad Tremblay submitted an intense
Collie sent in an unusual registered letter that article on the S19 Series of the SUN LIFE
was actually registered at it's destination. If a
Assurance Co. of Canada complete with ilmember has an explanation, Will would like to lustrations to round out the newsletter. To sum
hear from them. The Newfoundland Specialized
up, Conrad is anxious to find out the location of
Stamp Catalogue is available at the cost of the S19 perforator.
$28.50 Canadian. This is the 2nd edition and it
Wilmer Rockett, editor of the Canadian
was written or edited by John Walsh and John
Revenue Newsletter advises members of
Butt. John McCrea sent in an oddity. It's an
coming events, notably BNAPEX where John
EFO on a 1987 Provisional. The shift on the Gaudio is expected to exhibit 3 frames of Sassurcharge is such that instead of reading one katchewan while Wilmer will exhibit 3 or 4
cent, it reads cent one. Randy Van Someren is frames of Colonial Revenues and Supreme
trying to put together the watermark on the Court. A.M. McGuinness send in photocoples of
Dead Letter Office stamp and he is asking for two more B.C. Search Fee Stamps along with
your help. C.A. is moving or he should be a 20 cents excise stamp overprinted Made in
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Austria. John Gaudio sent in an imperforated
between pair of Saskatchewan ST 9 stamps.
The last page is taken up with adlets. The
membership might be interested in knowing that
G. Hertel Beaulieu passed away in early July.
Hertel, who lived a mere twenty-five miles away
from me and who was a member of the same
stamp club was ill for some time.
The B.C. Postal History study group has
recently started and has already issued three
newsletters. Their objective is to assist in postal

history research and publication of such re·
search. Anyone who Is active in collecting B.C.
postal history will find this to be a very useful
study group to be involved with. If interested
write Bill Topping, 7430 Angus Dr., Vancouver,
BC V6B5K2.
Well, with that we put yet another edition of
the CENTRELINE to bed. Enough can't be said
for the job you editors do. My knowledge of
BNA philately increases immensely with every
newsletter reviewed.

Literature Reviews
Most books reviewed are available from the BNAPS Book Department or from
TOPICS ' advertisers who carry large selections of literature, such as Jim A. Hennok
Ltd., Saskatoon Stamp Centre and George S. Wegg ltd.
STRIKE, COURIER AND LOCAL POST OF
THE ELIZABETHANERA, Second Ed., 1992.
Earle L. Covert, M.D., Editor. Territorial Quick
Print, Inc. ISBN 0-9695875-0-3. C$ 9.95 (G.S.T.
included) plus C$ 2.00 postage and handling
from P.O.Box 1870, Saskatoon. SASK Canada
S7K 3S2, or US$ 8. 75 plus US$ 1.50 postage
and handling from Chartes G. Firby, 6695
Highland Road, Waterford, Ml USA 48327. Soft
cover, 8 ~ x 11 inch, 84 pp.
If you have been collecting Canadian
stamps long enough you have encountered a
Canadian Post Office slowdown or strike that
interrupted your mail communication. Entrepreneurs over the last 25 years or so have attempted to move mail during these strikes, and
this valuable catalogue provides you with a
comprehensive listing and illustration of the
stickers, labels, and tapes used by the companies employed for courier. local post or strike
mail services. They are listed alphabetically,
and within listing by year of issue. Both unused
an used on cover valuations. In Canadian
dollars, are given. Since I had a cover in my
duplicates box with a complete sheet of the
Juan de Fuca Despatch Carrier Service 25e is-

sues on it, I quickly checked the c.:atalog. My
local friends could have had the cover for a
couple bucks, but since the stamps list for
C$8.00 each on cover, I decided to reprice the
Item, upward. The catalog also helped me to
figure out what an ugly blue label I had tucked
away in my revenues actually was • a strike
label issued by Stem Parcel Service of Vancouver in 1968. Are these Cinderellas? No way,
and collectors of the byways of Canadian
philately will want this catalog.
The numbering system seems straightforward and can easily be adapted or expanded if
new items are reported. I have no idea if the
prices are reasonable, but they generally seem
to reflect relative scardty. As might be expected, items used during proper period on
piece or cover generally are priced higher than
unused. The quality of illustrations is good on a
good quality paper. A few of the Post Par
Illustrations suffer somewhat but all are easily
discernible. The entire catalog was done on
Ventura Publisher from Microsoft Word 5 and
ported directly to film for camera-ready output.
This shows what can be accomplished with
desktop publishing today, an excellent work.
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Regional Group Ramblings
Jim Goben
REGIONAL GROUP COORDINATOR: Dr. Robert V.C. Carr, 117 Robin Hood Way, Youngstown, OH 44511
REGIONAL GROUP REPORTER: Jim Goben, 304 W. Lincoln St, Bloomington, 1161701
CALGARY: Phillip Wolf, 636 Woodbine Blvd. S.W., Calgary, AB T2W 4W4
GOLDEN HORSESHOE: Marilyn J. Cassie, General Delivery, Port earling, ON L1S 2T6
MANITOBA-NORTHWESTERN ONTARIO: Robert Lemire, P.O. Box 549, Pinawa, MB RlE 1LO
MID-AMERICA: Robert Schlesinger, 523 Highland Grove Dr., Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
MID-ATLANTIC: To be announced
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: Garvin Lohman, 1541 Sacramento St, Apt 3, San Francisco, CA 94109
PACIAC·NORTHWEST: Ron Leith, P.O. Box 430, Abbotsford, BC V2S 5Z5
PRAIRIE BEAVERS: Howard Twichell, 5200 Keller Springs, No. 530, Dallas, TX 75248
ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY: Rich Toop, P.O. Box 9026 Stn. T, Ottawa, ON K1G 3T8
This column will be a catch-up to some
degree. It is good to be back after an unseen
ice patch put me out of commission for quite a
spell.
The Prairie Beaver Group has had three
very interesting meetings since my last column.
In February, the Group viewed microfilm of the
Pritchard and Andrews postmark proof sheets
that Clint Philips has added to the BNAPS
Library. The Group discussed purchasing an
auction lot of covers that in turn would be
auctioned at a meeting. An interesting idea for
a meeting. Jeff Switt authored an interesting
article, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
The May meeting again presented a good
idea. The Group held a round table discussion
on evaluating material you may wish to buy.
Erick Middleton gave a talk on Aspects of
Railway Card Collecting. Other activities rounded out the day.
August first was a nice day to be in College
Station, Texas. Bill Robinson was the guest
speaker. His topic was The Canadian Contingent in the Boer War. Bill is so knowledgeable
about military mail, I know that this was a program not to be missed. The latest issue of
Beaver ChaHer contained an article entitled
Some thoughts about Dealer Pricing. A good
article for reprinting in TOPICS.
Rick Parama has returned from several
years working in Western Australia and has
joined the Prairie Beavers. This group would
make a move to Texas worthwhile.
The Pacific Northwest Group has under
consideration the starting of a specialist study

group to research and publish articles on British
Columbia Postal History. If you have any interest in/or wish to help, contact the group at P.0.
Box 430, Abbotsford, B.C., Canada V2S 5Z5.
The Manitoba Regional Group, in March,
enjoyed a program on methods of mounting
covers and booklets. This program was given
by Dave Whitely. Dave's program was followed
by a show and tell session full of interesting and
important items such as Len Kruczynskl's work
on the pigments used in printing the one cent
Small Queen Issue. In May, Fritz Angst presented Canadian Revenues.
At the annual seminar meeting of the Calgary Regional Group, held April 24 and 25, four
speakers presented programs. Jack White gave
a talk on Trans-Atlantic Mail, 1750-1850. Jeff
Switt talked on General Delivery Markings. Bill
Robinson gave his on the Boer War. Gordon
Hill presented a program on Coils. The meeting
included a hospitality suite and a no-host dinner.
The Mid-America Group met at the Columbian Show in Chicago on Memorial Day. Reports from the convention committees were
given and additional planning rounded out the
business meeting. Basil Burell gave a program
on Semi-Official Airmails that was outstanding.
Jack Eisenberg presented a very interesting
program on Foreign Destinations on UPU
Postal Csrds. In all a very good meeting in the
midst of a huge show.
Hope to see as many as possible at BNAPS
'92. It will be a great time, so come and join us!
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[Ed. note: This letter was part of the Notes passed on to TOPICS from Ed Richardson's
estate.]

Directors· Office

,'\'\AYFAlR 4514

GIN/EP .

lOa, Up per Brook Street,
Lo1tdon, W. 1.

lOth April, 1951.

Mr. :::dw. Jl. • Richardson,
G.L.F . Farm Supplies,
Itbac~,

NEil YORK.

U. S . A .

Dear Mr . Richardson ,
'iJe have now had an opportunity of discussing
the matters r aised in your letters Feb. 7th, March 7th
and March 22nd, r;ith our late Head :::ngraver, who remembers
the case perfectly, and explains the matter in a manner
which I am quite sure would never have occurred to any
of us. You are right in, your s upposition that the r:ork
had no connection whatever with Canadian postage stamps!!
At the beginning of the Century the Italians
engraved a head of the King of Italy for typographical
r eproduction, but copying the intaglio style . It was not
a success so we thought we would see what we could do .
The head of King Edward wa s chosen, because he had just
succeeded to the Throne rmd we were engraving his head by
Fuchs for the British & Colonial issues. The experiment
was as you v:ill see a failure, but vre are v:ondering how
a proof, which ~pulled on gummed paper, a s u purely
internal experiment, came into your possession ? There
is no trace of this experiment in our record of dies, which
presumably and rightly, was destroyed on conclusion of the
experim.entll. All proofs also should have been destroyed
and it would be interesting if we could trace back how
those in your possession reached Canada.
The date · of
this arrival is very important , because the strong room in
which single proofs were kept for reference received a
direct hit , and su?h proofs were scattered far und wide.
/It
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- 2 TKOMA.S D E LA AU& • CO. UMITI:O.

Mr . Edw. A. Hichardson (contd.)

I t is lmo\·;n f'rom the dute tha t some l)root's -.:ili ch
or d ina ril y never lc~ve the pre cincts. or til~ f'a ctory,
<: l)i_XJa;.•ccl on t l w ::ti~ !'i::e t tll.l.<t they could orily hnve b ee n
" r cle.:!sed;' by the a cti on oi' this bomb .
This l~s been an interesting enquiry to us,
a nd we trust clea rs up fina llY the ingenious possible
"expla nations" you propounded.
With kind regards and our grateful thanks for
the photog r a phs .
Sincerely yours ,

Q.
. rl~ _
..._

Continued from page 40
R4822
R4924
R4941
R4982
R5013

ROLCZEWSKI, Gary, 1 Greensboro Drive, #306, Rexdale, ON, Canada M9W 1C8
BLOOMER, Stephen F., 3 - 207 Douglas Avenue, Fredericton, NB, Canada E3A 2P1
HUDSON, Michael J., 176 Mill Street South - #104, Brampton, ON, Canada L6Y 1T8
MOSS, James R., 286 Haledon Avenue, Prospect Park, NJ, USA 07012
MACKEY, James A., P.O. Box 7121, Saskatoon, SK, Canada S7K 4J1

MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY
Total membership as of last report
New members added in this report
Reinstated
Deceased
Total membership as of this report
New application(s)

1257

6
6
1

1268
9
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
· GuELPH, <;>nt.,.
1
EAR SIRI
.
C.• / <,
,
We are trying to asce ai ~!:. ~~~t address and

~

..

e-JOil~)o Agricultural
occupation of each ex-student
College. We are in hopes that
n c
help us in this
matter, and that you will be so kind as to fill out the
accompanying postal card and return . the same at your
earliest convenience.
An early reply will be much appreciated.
Yours · very truly,

C. A. ZAVITZ.
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~OORE.6S ' TO BE WRITTEN 0

persons desiring to use a reply post card for coffespondence with the United Kingdom may
avail-themselves of the ordinary domestic reply post card to each half of which one additional
one cent (Canadian) stamp must be affixed.
Such a card complete is shown here, a 1¢ + 1¢ Maple Leaf issue reply card additionally
franked with 1¢ numerals used Oct. 6, 1902 to England and refunded used from Cheltenham,
England Oct. 17, 1902 back to Guelph, Canada at the 2¢ U.P.U. post card rate. Complete
reply cards used both ways are unsual.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES: 25 words for $3.00; 10 cents per extra word. Discount of 25% for 4 or more
consecutive Inserts of the same ad. Full payment must accompany ad copy. Copy
and cheque or money order, payable to SNAPS, should be sent to the Advertising
Manager: Robert A. Lee, #203-1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 5Y2.

Note: Receipt of advertising copy does not constitute scceptsnce.
SNAPS LAPEL PINS

LITERATURE

SNAPS MEMBERSHIP LAPEL PINS are now
avalable. Make cheques ($5.00US Of $6.00C~ payable to SNAPS and mal to Mke
Street,PO Box 7'Z.!JJ, Ancaster, ON L9G 3N6.

from #1 on are available on a first come,
first served basis. Write to: Paul Burega,
BNAPS Circulation Manager, P.O. Box
15765,Stn F, Ottawa,ON,Canada K2C3S7
WANTED - YOUR OLD UNUSED TOPICS.
Will swap for other issues or try to find a
buyer. Donations solicited and gratefully
accepted (will pay postage, but write first).
Send list of available Items to: Paul Burega
SNAPS Circulation Manager, P.O. Box
15765, Stn F, Ottawa, ON K2C 3S7

FOR SALE
COLLECTION of approx. 150 items Northern
covers, Dog. Team Post, First slights,
APO, Polar, Alaska, FDC; and a few Can.
Yukon, mainly VVWII and earlier. Send
SASE for listing and 40¢ stamp. Cliff
Schisler, RR 113, OriUia, ON L3V 6H3
592
'NEWFOUNDLAND' STAMPS, COVERS on
approval, mint/used, 45 year accumulation
-Bill Taylor, 225 Jay Street, Johnson City,
NY 13790
293
CANMJA LARGE STOCK S.O.N. CANCELS
Small Queen to 1960. Order by all westem, eastern or mixed cancels $6.00 per
hundred. John Payne, 1537 Noel Ave.
11402, Comox, B.C. V9N 4W7
592
ALL PLATE BLOCKS from 1955 to mid 70's.
Unhinged and in sheets of ten except
'Queen's' one, two and three cent values
in sheets of twenty. All high values IncludIng, e.g. plate block of eight $1 .00 totem
pole, $1 .00 'G' totem pole plate block of
four, $1 .00 plate block of eight 1964 export, all tagged in mint blocks of four, all
high values past mid 70's in plate blocks of
four plus all 5, 6, 7, and 8 cent values in
plate blocks of ten between 55 to MD 70's.
Send want list. Very reasonable prices.
William H. Cattermole, 334 McEwen Drive,
Kingston, ON K7M 3W1 .
193
LITERATURE
OLD ISSUES OF TOPICS FOR SALE - Add
valuable Information to your library. Will do
our best to fill want lists. If on hand, issues

WANTED
CANMJA 1972-77 DEFINITIVE ISSUE commercial covers used in period. All useages
Including low values paying domestic rates
and all foreign destinations especially S.
America, Asia & Far East John D. Am, N.
17708 Saddle Hill Road, Colbert, WA
99005
692
WANTED, any covers, cut squares or stamps
with postal cancels on 459 or 468a 6¢
orange Centennial, covering 1968-70
dates. Prefer Ontario but Interested in all
Canada. Write to C.D. Platt, RR #1, Elgin,
ON KOG 1EO
293
CLEAR NFLD, MOONJMOTO CANCELS on 118
cover. Describe/price. Some saleArade
Items if desired. Dean Mario, Box 342
(Main), Saskatoon, Sask. S7K 3L3
.
592
TORONTO LITTLE NORWAY and LITTLE
NORWAY, everything of Interest. Also
wanted covers/cards from Norway to Canada and from Canada to Norway pre 1950.
Ola Ellingbo, Ollelokkv. 14, 1390 Vollen,
Norway
293
SCOUT AND GUIDE SLOGAN CANCELS on
cover including Brotherhood and Fratttr·
nittt. Also Canadian Jamboree covers. A.
Hadden, 303-8391 Bennett Road, Richmond, BC V6Y 1N4
193
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OUR VENDORS SPEAK
We sell the properties of 50 different owners in an
average auction. All are pleased with what we do
for them and some make the effort
to write about it.

We
know that
we can sell
your stamps to
your satisfaction.
All you have to do Is
CALL US AT

May we
hear&omyou
when you are ready?

416-363-7777

r. rna reach & son
330 BAY ST., STE.703 • TORONTO, CANACA MeH 298 • 1418) 383·7777

DIIAL&RBIN
RAReiiTAMPB
.INC.18114

CLASSICS???

Every 1101th of the yearlll

J.N. SISSONS INC.
Toronto Eaton Centre, Galleria Offices
1st Floor, Suite 119, Box 513,
220 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario
M5B 2H1
(416) 595-9800

